
By Fred Noer

_________________________________

E
very year Fortune magazine

compiles a Best Companies to

Work For list for each state.

Someday the publication may honor

Custom Interface with a ranking among

the prestigious firms in Washington.

And why not, since the window of

opportunity for the company is as wide

as the stunningly scenic Columbia River

Gorge in which Custom Interface (CI) is

located.The wiring harness and electro-

mechanical assembly manufacturer calls

Bingen home at the bottom of the state.

The community has approximately 700

year-round residents.

The village is 40 miles northeast of

Portland, Ore. Not only does the area

have phenomenal natural beauty, the

attractions are plentiful – national

forests, state parks, wildlife refuges,

Mount Hood to the south and Mount St.

Helens to the northeast.Activities range

from fishing, skiing and boating to swim-

ming, windsurfing and kayaking to kite-

boarding, hiking and camping.

While the area has many opportuni-

ties for exercise, play and leisure, CI pro-

vides an environment for work, achieve-

ment and growth.As a result, CI staffers

and customers reap the benefits.

“This is an awesome place to live,”

said Marcia Yarbro, chief of business

who is in charge of regional sales.“One

of the goals with the company was to

give local people a job so they could

build a life here and not just be on vaca-

tion all the time. There are not a lot of

companies here, but more are coming.”

The 120 people on staff have Nancy

White to thank. She started CI in March

1997 after spending 12 years at Electron-

ics Assemblers in Hood River, Ore., in

various roles as partner, head of opera-

tions and regional sales manager.

White,who has an associate degree in

electronic engineering, is semi-retired

and holds the position of CEO. She is in

her CI office 2-6 times a month but

reviews financial and sales figures on a

daily basis.

Since founding the company, whose

sales exceeded $10 million last year,

White served as president and was in

charge of human resources, sales and

other aspects of the firm. When she

began contemplating selling CI, other

people were hired or promoted to han-

dle her duties and responsibilities.

T
his year, Artos Engineering

Company will celebrate its

100-year anniversary. Trends,

innovations, leaders, even industries all

come and go in the mere space of a

decade. But over the course of an entire

century, Artos has displayed and exer-

cised the traits necessary to lead to its

successful longevity. Actionable innova-

tion. Adaptability to serve the evolving

needs of its customers.Visionary leader-

ship and a thorough understanding of

customer needs. All are traits allowing

Artos to serve global markets and engi-

neer machines that serve rapidly chang-

ing industries.

Incorporated in 1911, Artos first
developed automatic measuring and cut-
ting machines for textile ribbon and
other narrow, flexible materials. In 1918,
a promising young engineer named
Haaken Olsen joined the company. A
good engineer is able to recognize not
just sound design and development stan-
dards, but also when there is a need for
innovation. Olsen noticed an increase of
usage of insulated copper wire in the
manufacture of automobiles, appliances
and radios. He also recognized the labor-
intensive hurdles of cutting and strip-
ping insulated copper wire by hand.
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• RoHS/WEEE/ELV Directives and the Lead-Free Solder Exemption

• Wire Wisdom - Electronic and Communication Cable Shield Concepts
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Custom Interface
Offering quality wire harness design,
production and electromechanical assemblies

Custom Assembly employee works at a machine crimping station

Artos Engineering
Celebrating 100-Year Anniversary

_______________Continued on page 44

By Michael Reeve
OES, Inc.

__________________________________

T
hink for a minute about the

old checkout counters that

used to exist in retail settings.

Cashiers had to identify the product

based on their knowledge of the inven-

tory, remember the specific code for the

product, key the code in correctly, and

hopefully not miss anything. The small

difference in a product’s size or appear-

ance could easily lead to a wrongful

identification and consequentially the

incorrect product code.

Now think about the manufacturing

sector, where operators are required to

manage several aspects of several jobs.

This includes machine setup, validation

of material, setup of the in-process mon-

itoring systems (crimp force monitors,

wire end inspection devices, first piece

inspection, visual inspection), and

reporting on the production run – all

done manually.

Further contributing to their chal-

lenge is the transition to smaller produc-

tion runs,which translates into more fre-

quent machine setups and changeovers.

On top of production and quality, opera-

tors manage maintenance activities in

real time while meeting production tar-

gets and objectives, which are continu-

ously updated and changed.

The evolution from a manual to an

automated process in manufacturing is

not revolutionary, but has only been

implemented in certain industries. If the

technology exists to automate process-

Automation of Plant
Floor Processes

_______________Continued on page 16

Haaken Olsen, Founder (left) and Chief Engineer, Karl Andren in a 1963
photo.

_______________Continued on page 40
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SHORTEST 

POSSIBLE DELIVERY!!!

BRAIDERS – NEW & REBUILT
Specializing in New England Butt:

• #2 Harness Braiders
• CB1 Cable Braiders
• Specialty Application Braiders

ASK ABOUT OUR NEW DESIGN DRIVE SYSTEMASK ABOUT OUR NEW DESIGN DRIVE SYSTEM

Contact: Jack Dennehy

COMPOSITE & WIRE
MACHINERY, INC.

490 Old Baptist Road, 
North Kingstown, RI 02852

Phone: (401) 884-4760 • FAX: (401) 885-2499
Visit: www.compositewire.com 
Email: compositewire@aol.com

We Purchase 

Good Used 

Braiders

STORMTRONICSSEMI-AUTOMATIC WIRE TWISTING SYSTEMS

MINI-TWISTER II
• Automatic Programmable Counter

• Air Pressure Gauge & Regulator
• Variable Speed & Reversible

• Automatic Batch Counter
• Foot Switch Activated
• Repeatable Accuracy
• Rugged Construction
• Automatic Resetting

• Low Maintenance
• Simple Operation
• Custom Adapters

NOW… 
a low cost, highly reliable 
wire twisting system designed 
and built to meet your specific needs.

THE MELLO COMPANY, INC.
P.O. Box 29301 • Dallas, TX 75229

PH: 214-350-7377 FX: 214-350-0521
www.themellocompany.com 
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By Paul Hogendoorn
__________________________________

Earlier this year I had the pleas-
ure of having dinner with the
founder of one of my largest

competitors. It was a unique opportuni-
ty that was arranged by a mutual cus-
tomer and friend. My friend used to
work for the competitor and had often
spoken admiringly about this individual,
suggesting that the two of us had a lot in
common. I took her up on her offer to
try to arrange a dinner meeting with
him, which she then did.

I have often written that starting and
building a business requires a spirit of
adventure and that leadership can often
be lonely.Any opportunity to meet with
a successful business founder and leader
is something I always look forward to,
but in this case, especially so.This man
had been retired from the company for a
few years but still served as the chair-
man of the board. He started his compa-
ny about ten years before I started mine,
but he grew his company to a size forty
times bigger than mine. I had much to
learn from him.

We spoke a lot about the early years
of each of our businesses, of the chal-
lenges and various times of special satis-
faction.We spoke a lot about “vision”and
“values” and how important it was to
remain true to them throughout the

company’s life.And we spoke a lot about
the role of the leader to cast the vision
and guide the company, making sure it
stayed true to its values. But throughout
the conversation, one topic threaded its
way into almost every discussion – and
that topic was why he started the com-
pany in the first place.

He was a professor at a university in a
mid-western state where the primary
industry was (and still is) agriculture.
Most of the students there came from
the region,but most then left when they
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Check our inventory on-line at:

www.fusesunlimited.com
TEL: (800) 255-1919

AUTOMOTIVE FUSE PRODUCTS

The Circuit Protection Specialist

Authorized Master Distributor for:

AUTOMOTIVE FUSES AND 
RELATED CIRCUIT PROTECTION PRODUCTS

ISO 9001:2008 Registered

Paul Hogendoorn,
President OES, Inc.

Dreaming Big – and
Remembering Your
‘Reason for Being’

Visit with us in 
Booth #1423
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An Eye for Innovation
Bringing Precision, Flexibility and Experience to Wire Processing

NEW CrimpCenter 36

��Priced under $80K

��Flexibility with up to 6 processing stations 

��Wire cross sections from 26 to 12 AWG

��Simple network integration in existing infrastructure with 
standard TCP/IP

��ToolingShuttle for changing applications in minutes

��Easy operations with 
touchscreen and 
icon-based EASY 
software

��Best price / 
performance of 
comparable 6 
station machines

Visit us at IPC APEX – April 12-14, Booth #446 and
Electrical Wire Processing Expo – May 18-19, Booth #1147
www.schleuniger-na.com/cst_whn / (603) 668-8117

NEW

graduated because there was no oppor-
tunity there for them to apply their edu-
cation. His initial goal was to start up a
technology company that would create
employment opportunities for the gradu-
ates, and then to continue growing the
company through the talents and skills
these graduates added. The company
now employs 2000 people.

I have been fortunate to have been
mentored by a number of great entrepre-
neurial leaders and so often the story
they tell is the same. They started their
company for a specific reason, and that
reason had little to do with any ambition
for personal wealth. Most of them left
behind solid employment situations,
exchanging their careers for new careers
that came with great financial uncertain-
ty, offering little more than just the
opportunity to pursue their dream. Most
were pursuing business objectives that
all the advisors and consultants thought
were doomed for failure. Since this
group of “experts” usually included the
bankers, the initial supporters were
made up of their friends and their fami-
lies – people that knew their character,
and knew their commitment and deter-
mination to their dream.

The other common theme among
them was of failures and setbacks, and
the resolve to persevere.Often the obsta-
cles were so big and the set-backs so dis-
heartening, it’s a wonder that they car-
ried on at all. Some might suggest that
fear of failure – of losing it all – was the
thing that kept them going, but I don’t. I
think what kept each of them going in
those dark times was that as long as the
dream was alive, regardless of how near-
impossible it might seem, they were not
going to quit and give up hope. Fear may
push us to do things we otherwise might

not do, including sometimes pushing us
right off the rails.Hope however,pulls us
in the direction of our dreams,and keeps
us on track. The other difference
between fear and hope is that fear often
causes a company to plateau when
things are going well (when a risk-man-
agement mentality becomes dominant),
while staying focused on the dream
always stimulates growth and opportuni-
ty thinking.

The biggest “take-away” from the
meeting with my competitor was the
reminder that the “dream” has to be big-
ger than me, and it also has to be bigger
than just the company’s success. His
dream was to create technical,high value
employment opportunities for people in
his region. Another mentor’s dream was
to leave the world a better place environ-
mentally than he found it.The “experts”
would all say that both of them had suc-
ceeded, but both of them would say that
it’s still a work in progress. That’s the
neat thing when our companies are
founded in the pursuit of our dreams –
the dreams can always propel us on to
bigger and better things.

On the plane ride home, I had time to
reflect on my own dreams and motiva-
tions.Are my dreams still big enough,and
important enough, to drive me through
difficulties, or to motivate me beyond
the complacency that often comes with
moderate levels of success? 

How about you – are your dreams still
big enough? Perhaps it’s time to think of
bigger goals, or to remind ourselves of
why we started doing whatever it is we
are doing in the first place.

Paul Hogendoorn is president of OES,
Inc. (ww.OEStechnologies.com) and can
be reached at phogendoorn@oes-
inc.com 
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• Designed to collect wires up to 12 feet in length

• Lightweight, portable, adapts to fit most wire 
cutting equipment

• Greatly reduces the labor involved in handling 
long wires

• Designed and built for millions of trouble-free cycles

• Can be run either (left to right) or 
(right to left) direction

• Wire Collectors can be put in tandem for longer 
length wires

• Swivel lock casters standard

• Stainless steel guard and tray

• Can be activated directly from the wire cutter 
or as a stand-alone unit

• Height adjustable from 24 to 42 inches

• Standard Collector lengths
(WC 1000 TT - 10 FT.)  (WC 500 TT - 5 FT.)

CONTACT US TO DISCUSS YOUR WIRE CUTTING NEEDS!

(315) 794-0161
wiresystems@verizon.net

2288 Graffenburg Road
Sauquoit, New York 13456

(315) 794-0161
E-mail: wiresystems@verizon.net

Visit with Mecal by STARN
in Booth #1307

By Joe Tito

_________________________________

The Basics

RoHS stands for Restriction on

the use of Hazardous Sub-

stances, and is a set of compli-

ancy guidelines that went into effect July

of 2006 affecting all EU member coun-

tries. The RoHS directive (EU Directive

2002/95/EC) states that no new electri-

cal equipment entering the EU market

can contain lead, hexavalent chromium,

or cadmium.The directive also restricts

the use of polybrominated biphenyl and

polybrominated diphenyl, two types of

flame retardants.

The Waste Electrical and Electronic

Equipment Directive (WEEE Directive

2002/96/EC) is designed to work in con-

cert with RoHS,by mandating the collec-

tion and recycling of as much electronic

equipment as possible. The goal is to

reduce or eliminate a broad range of sub-

stances from entering landfills. Produc-

ers actually have an obligation to accept

back any EEE product put into the mar-

ket since the directive's inception.

RoHS and WEEE are complex pieces

of legislation that work together.RoHS is

more concerned with the health and

safety of workers in manufacturing and

recycling facilities, where WEEE is more

concerned with making products that

result in the least amount of disposal

into landfills at product end-of-life.

ELV stands for End of Life Vehicle

Directive (EU 2000/53/EC LV) and is

similar to RoHS in that it restricts the use

of lead, mercury, and cadmium on prod-

ucts used in the EU automotive industry.

ELV predates both RoHS and WEEE (July

2003) and covers manufacture and dis-

posal of restricted items.An easy way to

look at ELV is as RoHS and WEEE bun-

dled into one directive covering automo-

tive products sold in the EU.

There are no specific labeling require-

ments for RoHS or ELV. In order to elimi-

nate confusion, however, many manufac-

turers of consumer electronics have

adopted their own compliance marks

such as check marks, green leaves, or

"PB-Free" markings.All products covered

under WEEE must carry the "Wheelie

Bin" logo (fig. 1).

RoHS/WEEE/ELV Directives
and the Lead-Free Solder
Exemption



Exemptions and Exclusions

It is important to understand exemp-

tions to, and exclusions from the EU

directives.With regard to RoHS, medical

devices and monitoring and control

equipment are specifically excluded

from the directive. Exemptions are a

series of applications of the prohibited

substances allowed under specific

guidelines. Exemptions are different

from exclusions in that they are subject

to review at least every four years; but

could be revised more frequently based

on technological advances.

Examples of exemptions to the RoHS

directive would be mercury used in flu-

orescent light bulbs, or lead in specific

solder applications. A complete list of

RoHS exemptions can be viewed at

www.RoHS.gov.UK. Many similar

exemptions exist for the ELV, and are

spelled out in Directive 2000/53/EC

Annex II. Many exemptions to both the

RoHS and ELV directives regarding lead

based solders were granted, and many of

these expire in 2011 and 2012.

There is an order of hierarchy in

these directives.The ELV directive over-

rules the RoHS directive.The EU Battery

Directive (2006/66/EC) covers batteries

and supersedes both.

Effect on US Manufacturers

Even though RoHS,WEEE and ELV are

EU directives, they do have an affect on

US manufacturers. Theoretically, elec-

tronics manufacturers could develop

separate product lines for the European

market.The reality, however, is that man-

ufacturers tend to consolidate design

changes and manufacturing technolo-

gies on a global scale. Additionally, all

manufacturers should be aware of these

directives as their vendors may be sup-

plying product absent of RoHS/ELV

restricted materials.This could affect the

way companies process these compo-

nents.

Solving the Lead-Free Solder 

Dilemma at PC Systems

PC Systems is a manufacturer of wire

harnesses based in Northwestern Penn-

sylvania. They have been supplying

advanced glass connectors, and molded

cable assemblies since 2001. Kalen

Fitch, Engineering Manager at PCS,

recently spoke with Wiring Harness

News about current RoHS compliancy,

and efforts to meet the 2012 expiration

of the RoHS and ELV lead-free exemp-

tion for glass connectors.
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SLICE® 141 THE SHRINK OVEN

INCREASE PRODUCTION AND REDUCE LABOR

847•588•2280
thanlon@maxant.com

www.amti-products.com  

THE SLICE®141 will automatically cut HST, Con-
voluted Tubing, Spiral Wrap, Hose, Wire Gas-
keting, Braided Bus, Multiconductor Cable and
can pull from a Gaylord!

• Accuracy, + 1.0 millimeters

• Adjustable Cutting Speed from 1” - 30” per 
second

• Up to 99 Stored Standard Programs and 
30 Batch Programs.

• Safety Features, 2-Hand Operation and 
Emergency Stop Switch

This PROVEN conveyorized oven utilizes Hi-Voc Heated Air to quickly cure your Heat
Shrink Tubing, increasing your production and reducing your labor cost. Whether you are
processing small components, heavy wire cable or 20 ft long harness assemblies. The
SHRINK features:

• 52” long oven chamber with 6” x 12” opening

• 92” long conveyor with speeds to 100”/minute

• Operating Temperature to 350 deg. F

• Easily moved to meet your production requirements

________________Continued on page 9

Fig. 1

Visit with us in 
Booth #1345
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Thermal Transfer Printers, Software, 
Labels and Wire Markers

Insulation Supply Company
A Electrical Interconnect Distributor

We Stock and Distribute Heat Shrinkable Tubing, Adhesive Coated Heat Shrinkable Tubing, Heat Shrinkable Mold-
ed Parts, Crimp Splices, Solder Splices, Heat Guns,  Wire Identification Solutions- Labels, Software, Label Printers,
Tape, Electrical Protection Sleeving, Lacing & Tying Cord, Cable Ties, Spiral Cut Tubing, Split Loom Tubing, Corrugat-
ed Tubing, Medical Grade Tubing, PVC Tubing,  PTFE Tubing, and PEEK Tubing.  

We also offer a variety of Value Added Services.

These are a few of the industries we support:
• Aerospace • Aircraft
• Automotive • Defense 
• Electrical Appliance • Electronics
• Energy • Medical 
• Rail • Utilities

Several of our top product lines:
• Atkins & Pearce/Ben-Har, Suflex • Brady Product, Facility & Safety Identification
• Breyden • CYG/Thermosleeve
• DSG-CANUSA • Federal Mogul/Bentley Harris Protection Products
• Grayline • Gudebrod
• Hilec • Insultab
• Panduit • Permacel
• Steinel • Thomas & Betts
• TYCO Electronics/Raychem • Varflex
• Western Filament • Zeus

www.inscoinc.com (800) 457-7715 info@inscoinc.com

Since 1952

Family Owned
Award Winning Customer Service

A1728 ISO9001:2000
AS9100:2004-01

Electrical Interconnect 
Heat Shrinkable Solutions

Heat Shrinkable Wire IdentificationPTFE Heat Shrinkable Tubing

Nomex & PPS 
Abrasion & Bundling Solutions

PTFE Spiral-Cut Cable Wrap



Ninety percent of the item codes that

PCS manufacturers are already RoHS

compliant. “It’s always our goal to

become a greener manufacturer,” Fitch

claimed. “But the reality is, our cus-

tomers are demanding it.” PCS has relied

on its suppliers to provide and docu-

ment RoHS compliance, said Fitch.“Our

wire and terminal suppliers have really

stepped up to the plate.” Fitch did note

an issue regarding plating requirements.

“Unless 100% tin is specified on each

order, non-RoHS product will likely be

supplied,” he advised.This has not elimi-

nated any of PCS’s plating suppliers, but

Fitch noted it has likely added to their

cost.

PCS has been dealing with RoHS

compliance since 2004. Fitch referred to

a rectifier assembly for a consumer elec-

tronic product that provided a particular

challenge (fig. 2). On this product, a fer-

rule is placed on a flat wire braid and a

hole is then punched through. “Some-

times we have to put a radius on the fer-

rule, and when you perform these oper-

ations, you expose bare copper,” he

described. He then explained that a

common remedy in this situation is to

dip the ferrule into a tin/lead solder to

provide a smooth,clean,plate-like finish.

“We pride ourselves in products that not

only perform well, but look good too,”

he noted. Early experience with the SAC

305 solder at PCS provided disappoint-

ing results for this operation. The parts

were tinted yellow, and very grainy in

texture. “They performed well, and the

customer did not complain because

they needed RoHS compliant product;

but we were not happy with the appear-

ance,” Finch said. “The solder quickly

turned yellow through oxidation, and

we were frequently dumping pots. At

$35 a pound, it got expensive.”

PCS then switched to Kestor K100LD

that has a low-drowsing alloy to reduce

oxidation. The result was much better,

but still not perfect. “We then played

around with different fluxes, and with

Kestor’s help, settled on one that provid-

ed a good result. We are now back to

almost where we were with tin/lead.”

But these cosmetic issues pale when

compared to the challenge provided by

the expiration of the ELV glass solder

exemption in 2012.A significant part of

PCS's overall volume is in their automo-

tive products that have soldered leads

onto glass (fig. 3). These leads are ulti-

mately soldered to automotive glass by

their customer. Because lead is so duc-
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Model 36A Compu-Cut Round Material Cutter

Cutting Edge
   Technology

  Cost Saving
     Features!

The Model 36A is the perfect solution when the precision cutting of
round material is critical and reducing operating costs is paramount.
Send us a sample of your multi-conductor cable, tubing, or other
round material for a free evaluation.

Call for a FREE material evaluation service 

315-682-9176
visit us online at:

www.carpentermfg.com

Call us for more information on this
revolutionary machine at 315-682-9176
or to see a video and review the 
technical specifications please visit 
our website at: www.carpentermfg.com

The utilization of material guides on the 
input and output side of the material, 
coupled with a cutting mechanism that
uses standard utility knife blades
available at local hardware stores,
provides inexpensive operating costs
and cut rates of 6900 four-inch pieces 
per hour.

RoHS/WEEE/ELV Directives 
Continued from page 9 _______________

Fig. 2 _______________Continued on page 14



The future of wire 

processing aluminum
core automotive wires
and the blade design
that deals with it.

The recent past has

brought to our Industry a

myriad of challenges

which have forced the “status quo”

to simply pack its bags and leave

for good. Economic downturn and

raising costs have encouraged all of

us to look at things differently; cer-

tainly one of those challenges has

been the cost volatility of key raw

materials such as copper, the soul

of our wiring industry. Along with

cost factoring, other aspects, such

as wire harness weight reduction,

have induced design engineers

from our automotive wire harness

industry to take a close look at

alternative wiring materials such as

aluminum based electrical cables.

The future looks promising for this

substitute material; however, there

are no solutions without complica-

tions and without a doubt, the alu-

minum core cables are no excep-

tion to the rule.

One of those complications

mentioned above, namely the ten-

dency of aluminum wire cores to

accumulate residue onto the wire

processing blade surfaces and

which causes the host machine’s

cutter head to seize, has been

addressed by Lakes Precision in the

form of a specially designed blade

which incorporates a unique geom-

etry approach in combination with

a customized metal surfacing nano-

coat.The processing results of this

blade design were absolutely amaz-

ing, using an off-the-shelf standard

blade, the host machine cutter head

seized at around 3,000 cycles and

forced the user to practically disas-

semble the blade mounting unit in

order to take out the damaged

blade set. Lakes Precision’s alu-

minum processing blade design

was tested under the same condi-

tions and ran very close to

1,000,000 cycles without a glitch.

The only reason it was taken out

was due to the lack of wire avail-

ability to continue the test.

It is clear now that with

this breakthrough on blade

design and metal surface

treatment, Lakes Precision

has successfully addressed

the primary complication of

this promising new wire

harnessing material: cutting

and stripping the wire at the

highest industry standard

requirements. Lakes Preci-

sion has a patent pending

for this innovative design

and stands ready to provide

this wire processing solu-

tion for immediate and long

term production require-

ments in the Industry.

Lakes Precision Incorpo-

rated, is located at Three

Lakes,Wisconsin, with rep-

resentation and distribution

in all major global manufac-

turing regions. We have

been the “quiet force” of

innovation and service for

the wire harness industry

for more than a quarter cen-

tury, providing a full line of

direct replacement as well

as customized wire process

blade solutions fitting all

major OEM host equipment

mounts. Lakes Precision

also possesses full capability

of providing sub-contract

solutions for your metal-

work needs and specialty

coatings. Its outstanding

support and service capabil-

ities are being recognized

and used by all of the major

wire harness producers

globally.

Lakes Precision will be

exhibiting at the Electrical

Wire Processing Expo in

Booth #1302. If you would

like more information on

this product or any of our

other products and services

feel free to call Lakes Preci-

sion at 715-546-3070 or visit

us at our site www.lakespre-

cision.com or drop us a

note at blades@lakespreci-

sion.com
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Our experienced design engineers will help you
design all of your cables and wire harnesses.
We’ll also improve their manufacturability for you:

Bill of Material Wire List
Drawing Assembly Work Instructions

RPC Manufacturing Solutions, LLC
303 417-1500

Larry@RPCMfg.com www.RPCMfg.com

Wire Harness and
Cable Design Services

Aluminum Core Cables

A-620 CIT Challenge Testing for Recertification

� Testing will be by appointment ONLY.  Appointments will be accepted

through April 29th, 2011.

� Testing will be conducted during the 2011 Wire Processing Expo, 

May 18-19 - testing will begin any time between 8:00am - 1:00pm

� To schedule your appointment call Rick Hawthorne at 717-810-2417 or visit

www.tooling.te.com/mailer/a620_cit_rfq.asp

� Receive a 5% discount by scheduling your appointment 

before April 29th. Walk-ins are welcome at the Expo at

the full price of $525.

Phone: 717-810-2417
www.tooling.te.com/a-620.asp

Testing will be held at the Frontier Airlines Center in Milwaukee

during the 2011 National Electrical Wire Processing Technology Expo.

Certifications expiring up to the end of August 2011 may recertify now with-

out losing any time on the current certification. The new expiration date will be

the month of current expiration in 2013. 

IPC/WHMA-A-620 CIT Recertification at
the 2011 Wire Processing Technology Expo

Bring Your Own 
A-620 Book or 

borrow one of ours.

BYOB!

**Dont forget to bring a copy of your current or expired A-620 Certificate

© 2011 Tyco Electronics Corporation. All rights reserved.
TE (logo) and TE Connectivity are trademarks.
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www.cableeye.com/LightDirector

Tel: (800) 776-0414

How it Works

The patented Light Director™ 

system uses light fibers driven by 

super-bright LED lamps to 

individually illuminate target 

cavities in the connector being 

assembled. When you enter the 

wire code printed on 

unconnected wires or touch a 

wire terminated at the other end, 

software turns on the appropriate 

fiber, thereby causing a bright, 

flashing light to project from 

inside the target cavity guiding you to the 

proper insertion point. Correct insertion is 

confirmed by the elimination of light from that 

location, whereas insertion into an incorrect 

cavity leaves the flashing light visible.

• Improved productivity quickly repays the 

cost of the test equipment and fixturing.

• Use with the CableEye® Model M3U 

PC-based cable test system. Electrical test 

after build available.

• Accepts connectors up to 128 pins.

• Works with 1st-Sided Pinning and 

2nd-Sided Pinning. Probed guided 

assembly also available.

• Videoclip Demo on Web Site

   (go to link at bottom left)

• FREE DEMO SYSTEMS AVAILABLE!

See us at Booth #1138
Milwaukee Wire Tech Show

SEE THE LIGHT !
Super-Fast

Connector Pinning

Tel: +1 978-266-2655, e-mail: sales@camiresearch.com

CAMI Research Inc.
CAMI ®

Touch wire.

1

Look for 

Flashing 

Cavity.

2

Insert Pin.

3

RESULT:

• Increase assembly speed

   by up to 50%.

• Reduce errors to near zero.

Download Article:
www.camiresearch.com/wire_harness_assembly.html



tile, Fitch noted, it provides an

excellent solder base for the

connection of these thermally

mismatched materials. Industry

testing prior to 2000 suggested

that SAC 305 was not a suitable

alternative to lead. Fitch noted

that his customer’s competitor

developed and patented an indi-

um alloy to solve the problem.

“They were able to convince GM

and Daimler that this was the

way to go,” Fitch said. He noted

that indium is also very ductile'

and provides an excellent result;

but at a cost 10 to 15 times high-

er than lead.

The PCS crew did a lot of

research, working with the Penn

State Materials Lab, to come up

with a viable and cost effective

solution to indium. Fitch started

by pouring through some of the

data from the early industry test-

ing of SAC 305, and found some

conflicting issues.“Actually,upon

deeper review, I could not really

find any evidence that said defin-

itively that it would not work,”

Fitch contended. He found that

even though the SAC 305 solder

had a higher melting tempera-

ture of 182 ºC, the old test data

showed there was no indication

of control of the solder iron tem-

peratures. In many instances, the

data showed unusually high tem-

peratures (330 ºC). Fitch was not

sure if this was done to reduce

cycle times, or for other reasons.

“Through in-house testing,

we found that if we could

control the temperate, the

SAC 305 was indeed a

viable lead-free alternative

after all,” he asserted. “We

have not had the change to

do thermal cycling, but we

actually have greater capa-

bilities in meeting product

specifications with the

SAC 305 than we did with

the lead solder we used in

the past!”

Fitch is quite proud of

PCS’s role in helping their

customer solve the lead-

free issue.

“We are doing every-

thing within our power to

transition ourselves into a

solutions provider rather

than a commodity inter-

connect supplier.” Fitch

admits that there is no

magic solution for every

application; and PCS may

use indium, or perhaps

other high ductility solders

for some applications. But

he remains convinced that

through tight process con-

trol, PCS can offer more

cost effective options to

indium.

Beyond RoHS, Fitch

sees the EU's REACH (Reg-

istration, Evaluation,Autho-

rization and Restriction of

Chemicals) directive deal-

ing with chemical content

as the next major compli-

ance hurdle to challenge

PCS. “The next things to

look for will be a prohibi-

tion on PVC,and an overall

carbon footprint on the

products a company

makes.” He concluded sug-

gesting their experience

with RoHS and ELV will

likely provide a roadmap

for success.

(Wiring Harness News

would also like to note

that David Gillen, Quality

Manager at PC Systems,

was also instrumental in

compiling this report.)
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It’s like
having a
best friend
in the
business.

WE MAKE IT HAPPEN.

Call us at 1-877-671-2955 or

Fax to 1-717-810-2862

E-mail us at custserv@applicationtooling.com

Mail to P.O. Box 6780, Harrisburg PA 17112

www.applicationtooling.com

Great
Weeke

nd!

ATS is like having a best friend in the business. It’s the confidence of knowing that ATS

will be there for you to assist and support in all your application tooling needs. When

you need tooling and need answers, we’re the one to call. ATS is committed to you.

When you pick up that phone, you’ll reach an application tooling expert, one with your

needs in mind. We provide you with the one-on-one service to ensure that you get

precisely what you need - the highest quality and greatest value - and you get the

answers right away.

When you need an applicator, terminator, or wire

processing equipment, just a phone call or an email to

ATS gets you quick, effective response whether you

need a quote, fast shipment, technical field supports, or

just some friendly expert advice.



Olsen knew there was a better
way. He envisioned a machine that
would pull insulated copper from a
reel, measure pre-determined
lengths of wire and cut it off and, at
the same time, remove the insula-
tion from both ends of the wire.
Olsen’s plans helped lead Artos to
the development of an industry first
– the CS-1 automatic wire cutting
and stripping machine in 1926.

Olsen promised his company he
would sell at least a dozen new
machines. Through door-to-door
sales, he succeeded and a new
industry was about to be created. It
wouldn’t be long before Artos alone

would sell more than 55,000 wire
processing machines.

As will happen to any organiza-
tion over the course of 100 years,
Artos has faced many changes, not
the least of which includes two
World Wars, the Great Depression,
economic recessions and, perhaps
most telling as the company heads
into its 100th year, economic global-
ization.

Through it all, Artos adhered to
the spirit of innovation instilled
years ago by Haaken Olsen.Artos has
consistently produced machines
that are technologically advanced,

labor-saving, cost-effective and use-
ful for a variety of industries and
markets.

The Artos mission, proven a suc-
cess for over a century, has always
been to serve customers – large,
small and everything in between –
by engineering equipment that
solves specific wire processing
problems. The company currently
offers a wide range of products rang-
ing from benchtop stripping
machines to fully automated termi-
nating machines.

Today, Artos is lead by President
John Olsen II, Haaken Olsen’s great-

grandson and the fourth gen-
eration of Olsens to lead
Artos. “We’re thrilled to
reach this milestone,” says
Olsen. “On behalf of all of
those engineers and other
dedicated team members
who have been a part of
Artos over the years, I want
to say ‘thank you.’ We’re
proud to serve our cus-
tomers and grateful they
look to us to help achieve
their business goals.”

Olsen pays particular
attention to the company’s
commitment to customer
satisfaction. “From day one,
we have strived to offer
application specific
advancements that are
faster, give businesses
greater efficiency, reduce
waste and lead to smart
processes to drive the cost
out of manufacturing so our
customers are more produc-
tive and profitable. Our goal
is to have a solution ready
for our customers before
they realize one is needed.”

Artos has stood for relia-
bility and service for
decades. “We have to be
adaptive to the needs of our
industry and our customers’
needs to be successful,” says
Olsen. “That held true 100
years ago and it’s true today.
We’re optimistic about the
future and are looking to
grow both domestically and
internationally.”

To begin its second cen-
tury, Artos is moving ahead
with new product introduc-
tions that anticipate the
needs of tomorrow’s indus-
tries. Artos is heading into
the next 100 years much in
the same way Haaken start-
ed the company off so long
ago. John Olsen is taking
“Artos Across America” for
the second consecutive
summer to showcase the
newest solutions Artos has
to offer. They’ll be taking
their newest innovations
directly to customers to lis-
ten to feedback and contin-
ue their mission of deliver-
ing application-focused
products and excellent cus-
tomer service.
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Visit with ECC in  Booth #1255

Artos Engineering Continued from page 1 __________
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Komax Introducing the 
New Alpha 355-S

With industry conditions changing the
complexion of wire processing so fre-
quently, it is critical for today’s wire har-
ness supplier to be extremely flexible.
The new Alpha 355-S from Komax
allows a manufacturer to mount up to
five different processing stations in order
to stay adaptable to changing situations.
Processing configuration choices
include: crimping (with a wide variety of
contact types), seal loading, fluxing/tin-
ning, ultrasonic or resistance welding,
twisting of wire strands, fitting with insu-
lation sleeves, and more. The Alpha 355-

S integrates standard or customer-spe-
cific modules, including those from non-
Komax suppliers. All operations are con-
trolled by ultra-flexible TopWin® soft-
ware which lets the operator record,
edit and create the next job while the
machine is running. Integrated quality
measurements check processes against
specified values and automatically
remove and replace any cables with
defects.

The Alpha 355-S will be introduced
at the Electrical Wire Processing Expo,
Milwaukee Wisconsin, USA, May 18-19,
2011, Booth 1119.

For more information on the Alpha
355-S visit http://www.komaxusa.
com/home/wire-processing/crimp-to-
crimp/alpha-355-s.htm or contact
Komax Corporation. 1100 E. Corporate
Grove Drive, Buffalo Grove, Illinois
60089/USA. Toll-Free: 1-888-GO-
KOMAX (1-888-465-6629). Phone: 1-
847-537-6640. Fax: 1-847-537-5751.
Web Site: www.komaxusa.com
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The Alpha 355-S from Komax is capable of mounting up to five different
processing stations for maximum flexibility of wire processing.
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Visit with us in 
Booth #1203



Gladding Braided Products Fea-
tured on Award Winning History
Channel Series Modern Marvels

Gladding Braided Products was
featured on the History channel’s tel-
evision series, Modern Marvels. A
three person film crew from Half Yard
Productions, a documentary film
company from the New York City
area, spent a day filming Gladding’s
manufacturing facilities.

“Gladding was thrilled to be part

of this award-winning show,” said
Sparky Christakos, Gladding Braided
Product’s President. According to the
History channel, Modern Marvels cel-
ebrates “ingenuity, invention and
imagination brought to life on a
grand scale.”

“The crew really wanted to under-
stand our complete process, from
the raw materials we purchase, to the
machines we create, to the variety of
products we sell. We talked wire
(tinned copper, silver-plated and
stainless steel), nylon braids, poly-
ester braids, braiding machines, and
the inventions and efficiency ingenu-
ity we have created allowing us to
enter into the ignition wire and

Teflon-braided suture threads indus-
tries. It was exhausting yet exhilarat-
ing. We loved sharing what we do
with others.”

In addition to Christakos,
Gladding felt it equally important to
feature additional key Gladding team
members on air including factory
employees, plant management
(Charles Bishop and Ed Rothwell),
and other divisional Vice Presidents
(Mike Radziwon and Mark Jenner).

“The History Channel’s timing was
perfect,” explained Jenner.
“Gladding is about to break ground
adding 8,000 more sq. feet of pro-
duction space to their already large

85,000 sq. foot factory. This
allows us to accommodate
more quality stations and
wire equipment for our
expanding business.

“Our people should all
be proud of this national
recognition,” said Jenner.

For more information,
visit www.gladdingbraid.
com.

MODERN MARVELS® tells
the stories of the doers,
dreamers and sometime-
schemers that created
everyday items, technologi-
cal breakthroughs and man-
made wonders.” Since its
debut on January 1, 1995,
Modern marvels has fea-
tured over 500 episodes
covering various topics
involving science, technolo-
gy, electronics, mechanics,
engineering, architecture,
industry, mass production,
manufacturing, and agricul-
ture.

Wezag Tools Inc. Moves
to New Facility

Wezag Tools Inc.  moved
to a new 3000 square facili-
ty in Naperville, IL  on
March 1, 2011.    The new
facility will bring enhanced
office and warehouse capa-
bilities to allow for the con-
tinued expansion into the
North American market.
The new facility will incor-
porate a demonstration
room on both the Wezag
Tools Inc. line of profession-
al crimping hand tools and
the full line of WDT table
top pneumatic and
hydraulic crimpers. “We will
be able to demonstrate to
our current and potential
customers Wezag’s and
WDT’s core competency in
loose piece crimping.”
adds Mike Lobkovich, Vice
President Sales & Marketing.

Come see Wezag and
WDT’s full line of equipment
at Wire Processing Expo
Booth 1102.

For further information
contact Wezag Tools, Inc.,
1865 High Grove Lane, Unit
120, Naperville, IL 60463.
Visit www.wezagtools.com
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Visit with Kingsley in Booth #1316
Visit with Crimping & Stamping in Booth 1403
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Hakko FT-801 Thermal 
Wire Stripper 

The FT-801 Thermal Wire Stripper
is a compact station that minimizes
bench space, digital power control
from 5% to 100%, locking process

control, a 3-digit password security
system that eliminates the need for a
key card, a redesigned, ergonomic
hand piece, new blades with
improved blade life, a new blade
removal tool, an extra long, flexible
cord for long reach, and much more. 

For further information contact
American Hakko Products, Inc.,
28920 Ave. Williams, Valencia, CA
91355. Phone 661-294-0090 or visit
www.HakkoUSA.com.

Commission Brokers to Exhibit 
at Wire Processing Expo, 
Milwaukee, WI

Commission Brokers Inc. of
Cranston, RI, will be exhibiting at the
Milwaukee Wire Processing Expo,
May 18-19, 2011. 

Martin Kenner, President, will be
present, displaying photos and
brochures of currently available used

machinery as well as information
relating to the company’s appraisal,
liquidation and consignment capa-
bilities. With over 42 years of service,
Mr. Kenner specializes in non-ferrous
wire and cable equipment, wire har-

ness/ process/assembly
equipment, and braiding
machinery, from individual
components to complete
plants.

Please stop by Booth #
1531 to chat or just to have
a YORK Peppermint Patty.
Additional information on
Commission Brokers may be
found on their website
www.commissionbrokers.
com, or phone 401-943-
3777.

Mouser Named 
Honeywell’s Americas
Catalog Distributor of
the Year 

Mouser Electronics, Inc.,
a top global design engi-
neering resource for semi-
conductors and electronic
components, won the 2010
Americas Catalog Distribu-
tor of the Year at the recent
Honeywell Sensing and
Control Annual Gala and
Awards Ceremony in Orlan-
do, Florida.

Mouser won the first-
place honor for achieving
excellence in several key
areas: Having the fastest and
most effective new product
launches; the biggest
increase in number of new
Honeywell customers; the
largest breadth of Honey-
well products in stock; and
the greatest percent of sales
increase in Honeywell's cat-
alog channel. Part of the
Berkshire Hathaway family
of companies, Mouser
caters to design engineers
and buyers with its rapid
introduction of the newest
products and emerging
technologies.

“Honeywell is very
pleased to recognize
Mouser Electronics. They
actively increased Honey-
well’s presence in both their
catalog and on their web-
site. That, in combination
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Engineering LLC

New Product Design
Connector Design
Assembly Automation &
Fixtures
Test Equipment
Production Engineering
Custom Design Poducts
Injection Molding Design
CNC Capabilities

James A. Zonka
5140 Country Lane
Saukville, WI 53080

** CCuussttoomm  HHaarrnneessss  AAsssseemmbbllyy//TTeesstt  BBooaarrddss
** CCuussttoomm  TTeesstt  BBlloocckkss  mmaaddee  ffoorr  aannyy  ttyyppee  

ccoonnnneeccttoorr
** SSttaannddaarrdd  PPiinn//SSoocckkeett  oorr  SSpprriinngg  CCoonnttaaccttss

Direct (262) 692-2712 
Fax (262) 692-3912

jazonka@powercom.net

www.z-techengineeringllc.com

Visit with us in 
Booth #1541

FT-801 Thermal Wire Stripper
from Hakko Products, Inc.

NEWS PLUGS NEWS PLUGS continued

Martin Kenner, President
Commission Brokers Inc.

___Continued on page 24
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with their marketing programs, has helped
them earn this honor from Honeywell,”
said Sean Conley, Director, Global Distrib-
ution Sales.

“We are very excited to win this top
award from Honeywell,” stated Keith Priv-
ett, Mouser Vice-President of Electro-
mechanical, Power & Test. “We signed
with Honeywell in 2008 and in just two
short years we’ve achieved this notable
distinction from this great company. It is a
wonderful partnership and we are
extremely honored to be named their top
American distributor.’’

Part of Warren Buffett's Berkshire Hath-
away Inc., Mouser Electronics, Inc. is a
semiconductor and electronic compo-
nent distributor, focused on the rapid
introduction of new products and tech-
nologies to electronic design engineers.
Mouser.com features more than 1.8 million
products online from more than 400 man-
ufacturers. Mouser publishes multiple cat-
alogues per year providing designers with
up-to-date data on the components now
available for the next generation of elec-
tronic devices.  Mouser ships globally to
over 300,000 customers in 170 countries
from its 492,000 sq. ft. state-of-the-art
facility south of Dallas, Texas.  For more
information, visit http://www.mouser.com

Eraser to Display Products at the
EWPT Expo 2011

The Eraser Company, Inc. is proud to
be a part of the EWPT (Electrical Wire Pro-
cessing Technology) Expo 2011, taking
place on May 18th and 19th in Milwaukee,
WI (Booth #1245). This trade show pro-
vides a great opportunity for the company
to demonstrate machines from its exten-
sive line of wire processing equipment.
On display will be Eraser’s Model RT2S
Magnet Wire Stripper, Model C200 Wire
Stripper, and the Model DCF1 Wire Strip-
per for Magnet & Enamel Wire. Prospects
are encouraged to bring samples of their
material, as representatives will be on
hand for on-the-spot processing and live
demonstrations. 

The Eraser Company, Inc., celebrating
its 100th anniversary this year, manufac-
tures a wide range of industrial products,
including the aforementioned wire pro-
cessing equipment. The company also
manufactures cable and tubing cutters,
cable strippers, wire brush wheels,
dereelers, measuring tools, and FybR-
glass® erasers. The company is ISO
9001:2008 certified, and offers a service
called Free E.S.P. (Eraser Sample Program).
Send a 10-20 foot sample of your materi-
al, and Eraser will recommend the best
solution for your processing needs from
its line of more than 200 products. For
unique processing needs, Eraser will cus-
tom-design a solution for you. For more
information, visit www.eraser.com, or call
315-454-3237.
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Take advantage of  
FREE ESP. Send a 10-20 foot 
sample of your material and 
Eraser will recommend the best 
solution for your processing needs 
from its line of more than 200 
products. For unique processing 
needs, Eraser will custom design 
a solution for you. 315.454.3237 
or 800.724.0594. 

QUALITY INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS SINCE 1911

Made in Syracuse, NY. 
Used around the world!

www.eraser.com
info@eraser.com

® ERASERS

Celebrating 100 Years in Business! 

Visit with us Eraser in Booth #1245
Visit with Lakes Precision 

in Booth #1302
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PinPoint Chosen to Augment 
SRA Testing

When the Naval Air Systems Com-
mand  (NAVAIR) went looking for a
way to augment their current CASS
(Consolidated Automated Support
System) functional test system in
order to lower cost and increase
throughput, they needed only to look
at some of the pilot programs already
in place. As a result, PMA-260 (Avia-
tion Support Equipment) of NAVAIR
has designated PinPoint II-R worksta-
tion from Diagnosys as a Program of
Record.

“We’ve been working with the
Navy at a number of sites to intro-
duce the PinPoint as a tool to return
failed SRA’s to the field faster as a cost
effective alternative to more
time consuming and costly
testing methods.  Develop-
ing a Test Routine (TR) using
the PinPoint for fault finding
can be accomplished in
weeks as opposed to
months, significantly reduc-
ing both the time and costs
required to add a new
CASS SRA Test Program Set
(TPS) to the library,” said
Tom Popolo, Director of
Sales - Defense Division,
Diagnosys. “Combining the
PinPoint with the legacy
CASS TPSs, increases the
effectiveness of fleet-based
diagnostics and repair
operations to return failed
WRAs and SRAs to service in
support of today's mission.”

As more and more of the
current test systems reach
obsolescence, test pro-
grams for legacy products
must be moved to newer
functional test systems.
Should a traditional func-
tional test be required on
the WRA, the PinPoint
would work in conjunction
with the CASS system and
should still produce a sav-
ings of 40 - 50% of TPS
development costs.

NAVAIR purchased the
Pinpoint tester to augment
CASS and future eCASS
WRA testing.  The Pinpoint
will be used primarily for
fault detection of failed
components but will also
assist in breaking the CASS
SRA ambiguity callouts to
isolate to the actual failed
circuit card, thereby reduc-
ing the number of Supply
actions and costs associat-
ed with No Fault Found
(NFF) or Cannot Not Dupli-
cate (CND) conditions.
When used by the Fleet and
Aviation DEPOTs, Pinpoint
will improve current SRA
maintenance by providing
additional fault detection
and isolation, and provide
for rapid development of
test programs for the Navy's
Mission.  Management and
implementation of the Pin-

point is under the direction of Bob
Augustine, Deputy Program Mgr. for
PMA260 at Patuxent River Md.

The PinPoint is also being utilized
to program and test circuit cards
deemed "consumable" due to the
either the low cost of the SRA or the
high cost necessary to write a CASS
TPS.  A PinPoint TR can be written and
the suspect card can be returned to
the Next Higher Assembly for final
verification.  In this instance, cost sav-
ings would be in the range of 70-90%
over conventional TPS programming
costs.

The Program of Record designa-
tion helps define the PinPoint's role as
part of NAVAIR's continuing dedica-
tion to reducing the cost of repairing

failed avionic systems and returning
them to active status in as short a time
period as possible.  A standard Pin-
Point model has already been given
the National Stock Number (NSN) of
6625-01-584-7669.

Diagnosys manufactures and sells
Automatic Test Equipment and Ser-
vices for the test, fault finding and
repair of electronic circuits. Services
include solving obsolescence issues
in electronic circuits and also the
ability to remanufacture obsolete cir-
cuits thereby extending life of equip-
ment.

Diagnosys products are designed
to meet all levels of diagnostic
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MINIMINI FUSE HOLDER CAP

Use with Delphi/Packard components 
to build a 280 Series Sealed Metri-Pack 

MINI Fuse Holder 

Designed for harsh environments and
engine compartment conditions

Phone: (440) 871-0800 • Fax (440) 871-0799
E-mail: sales@whiteproducts.com

925 Bassett Road, Unit D, Westlake, OH 44145
www.whiteproducts.com

• Micro-Spot Welding

• Compacting

• Splicing

• Contact Welding

• Resistance Brazing

• Terminal Welding

• Automation

• Resistance Welding

• Laser Welding

• Stamping/Bending

• Controllers

• Inverters

MANUAL STATIONSAUTOMATION

CUSTOMIZED MODULES

39 Scenic View Drive • Deep River, CT 06517
Phone: 860-227-0638
Fax: 860-526-9296
Internet: www.strunk.de

www.strunk-connect.com
Email: heinz.bockard@automationhb.com

info@strunk.de
automated solutions, Inc.

Visit with Strunk Connect Automated
Solutions  in Booth #1120

___________Continued on page 28



Electronic and Communication
Cable Shield Concepts

There are literally thousands of
shield designs used in wire and
cable. Shields can be very

effective at reducing interference and
radiation, but they are not a one-size-fits-
all solution. Using the wrong shield can
cause a critical and costly failure in the
field. This Wire Wisdom explains how
shielding works, how to choose the cor-
rect shield for your application and the
correct way to terminate a shield.

What is the purpose of a shield?
Just like a force field protects the

superhero from harm in your favorite
Saturday morning cartoon, a shield is
designed to protect electrical signals.
Shields prevent radiation of electrical
noise into a cable and in turn prevent
the signal from radiating out of the
cable.The technical term for this signal
leakage is electromagnetic interference
(EMI) and is also commonly called hum,
RFI or electrostatic discharge.

What shield characteristic
do you need?

It doesn’t matter if a shield is designed
to keep interference (noise) out of a
cable or inside a cable.What matters are
the characteristics of the interference,
the characteristics of the shield, the geo-
metric distance between the interfer-

ence source and sink, and the shield ter-
mination method. Shields are generally
very effective for all interference types.
However, it is important to note that one
type of interference is extremely difficult
to address:magnetically induced interfer-
ence.This type of interference is general-
ly associated with power-frequency hum
on cables parallel to large power cables
or near transformers.

Let’s take a closer look at interference
that can be addressed with common
electronic cable shields. Shielding is
most effective against electric fields that
radiate as waves traveling in a plane
from a point source (similar to sound
waves from a megaphone). Other char-
acteristics of interest are the intensity
and frequency of the noise. Obviously,
the higher the intensity, the harder it is
to mitigate, generally requiring more
massive shields that have lower imped-
ance to “drain” the interference to
ground.Meanwhile, the frequency of the
interference mostly affects the geomet-
ric coverage requirements of the shield.
Higher frequency interference will have
physically smaller waves, which allows
the interference signal to squeeze
through incredibly small gaps and gener-
ally requires high-coverage shields to
guard against leakage.

Types of Shields
There are many types of shields avail-

able, but electronic and communication
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cables typically employ only a few. The
most common shield is a laminated alu-
minum and polyester tape wrapped
around a component within a cable,
which is referred to as a foil shield (Fig-
ure 1).The braided wire shield (Figure 2)
is the second most common shield.The
third most common shield is a combina-
tion of foil and braid layers, sometimes
referred to as a combination shield (Fig-
ure 3).

Tips for selecting a shield
Selecting the appropriate shield type

can be difficult, but it can be made easi-

er by gaining a basic understanding of
the performance characteristics of a
shield and the type of interference in
question. Table 1 outlines the perform-
ance of common shields used in elec-
tronics and communication cables for
different types of interference. Even
though there can be a wide variation of
performance depending on the quality
of product as well as many other techni-
cal considerations,Table 1 (Page 30) pro-
vides some relative performance infor-
mation for each of the three shields.

Foil shields generally perform better
at higher frequencies because of their
higher physical coverage. As shown in
Figure 1, foil shields can be configured
with a shorting fold that will actually
allow the shield to provide 100 percent
coverage. Because braid shields overlap
as they are woven together, they can
only reach 98 percent coverage, and in
some cases, can only provide 55 percent
coverage. These small gaps in coverage
are what cause braid shields to be less
effective against high-frequency interfer-
ence. However, because braids are made
from wires versus the very thin film of
aluminum used in foil shields, they usu-
ally have lower impedance. This allows
higher intensity interference to drain to
ground easier, thus increasing their
effectiveness in those environments.
Finally, the farther away a susceptible
wire or cable is away from the source of
interference, the lower the intensity will
be, which makes all types of shields
more effective.
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Visit with ShinMaywa in Booth #1307

Figure 1. Foil Shielded Cable

Figure 2. Braid Shielded Cable

Figure 3. Combination Shielded
Cable
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requirements, from the 'out-of-the-
box' FaultFinder PCI card, to the con-
figurable stand-alone PinPoint IIR In-
Circuit Functional Diagnostic System,
the S500 Scalable Test Solution for
Functional Test and the S790 Series
High Performance Mixed Signal ATE
System.

Diagnosys Holdings, Inc., is locat-
ed at 808 North Hoagland Blvd,
Kissimmee FL 34741   Tel: 800-788-
6219/+1-407-846-6002. Fax:  +1-

407-846-6416. Internet: www.diag-
nosys.com E-mail: info@diagnosys.
com.

Grayline Inc., Showcasing New 
Products at Electrical Wire Pro-
cessing Expo 

Grayline, Inc. has been manufac-
turing flexible polymer tubing for use
in wiring harnesses and other electri-
cal applications for nearly 50 years! In
addition to PVC and Polyolefin heat
shrinkable products, Grayline also
offers a variety of non-heat shrinkable
flexible tubing products that are
often used to bundle, insulate and
protect wires and electrical compo-
nents. These products meet a wide
variety of agency ratings and material

specifications, including UL/CSA,
ASTM, Military, Automotive and
many more. 

Nearly all Grayline products are
custom made to order with only a

two-week lead time, allow-
ing customers to select the
optimum product design for

their application, even if it
means a special size, color
or cut length. Grayline
Application Engineers are
eager to assist you in deter-
mining what product may
best suit your needs.

Grayline offers tubing
on reels or cut to lengths
ranging from 1/8” to 144”.
Tubing that is cut in-line is
very straight and does not
exhibit the residual curva-
ture that results from cut-
ting tubing to length from a
reel. Of course, straighter
lengths of tubing often
result in faster assembly
times.

Grayline recently added
two new capabilities –
thermally bonded prod-
ucts and heat formed tub-
ing. Grayline can bond
tubing to wire, cable or
other lengths of tubing to
form composite assem-
blies that make for neater
packaging and reduce
snagging. Grayline can also
form tubing to various
shapes to effectively route
wiring around obstacles
within enclosures. Contact
Grayline for more informa-
tion about these exciting
new options.

In addition to Grayline’s
lineup of tubing products
for electrical applications,
many customers also
choose to source their
fluid transfer tubing from
the same supplier they
have trusted with their
electrical needs. Grayline
fluid transfer products
include medical, food &
beverage, chemical resist-
ant, and fuel & oil resistant
tubing, among others.

While at the Electrical
Wire Processing Technolo-
gy Expo in Milwaukee,
please stop at Booth 1423
to learn more about Gray-
line products, or visit us at
www.graylineinc.com.
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WIRE HARNESS ASSEMBLY STATIONS
Designed for the ergonomic assembly of wire harnesses

Surfaces tilt and adjust up and down
Holds boards from 24” x 24” up to 48” x 96”.

Two models to choose from — Electric or Manual adjust
Adjustable front lip holds boards from .250” to .750”.

Visit with Pro-Line in Booth 1154 

NEWS PLUGS NEWS PLUGS continued

Continued from page 25 _________

Grayline Inc., Offers a variety of
products used to bundle, insu-
late and protect wires and elec-
trical components.
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Mando Can Do.

HAPPY ENDINGS

Eubanks Engineering Co.  
950 E. Royal Oaks Drive, Monrovia, CA 91016   

(626) 357-7011   Fax (626) 357-4718
www.eubanks.com

When Armando Zacarias goes out on a

Eubanks service call, unusual things happen.

“Once I helped round up a cow that got

loose in a customer’s plant.   

“Another time, while driving to a 

customer’s site, our rep’s car caught fire. 

We eventually arrived there that night and 

finished the job in time for the morning 

shift,” Mando reports.

Customers report something unusual too:

Mando’s “can-do” attitude. 

George Price, vice president of J&M 

Products, for example, writes how Mando 

takes time to answer questions, explain 

machine operation and even gave “tips on 

stripping some shielded cable that others 

said could not be done.” 

“Can’t be done” is not in Mando’s 

vocabulary—either English or Spanish. 

On his own initiative, he solves problems, 

leads training classes, helps boost plant 

efficiencies,

and makes

lasting friend-

ships while

doing it.

Mando

exemplifies

the Eubanks

business experience—highest-quality, U.S.A.-

built wire strippers and markers backed 

by dedicated people itching to solve your 

wire problems. 

Call us today. We’ll put this “can do” attitude

to work for you till the cows come home. 

Visit with us in 
Booth #1116



The big question: how do you 
terminate the shield?
The most often asked question about

shielding is,“How do you terminate it?”

There is a rule of thumb in the industry

that says a shield should only be termi-

nated at one end, which is generally the

head-end or the common grounding

point, not the device-end. The rule of

thumb is based on solid logic, too. If a

shield is terminated at both ends of a

cable, you run the risk of creating an

unintentional ground loop. The farther

the distance between the ends increases

the risk of a ground loop, which actually

induce interference (noise) onto the sig-

nal of an electronic or communication

cable. Worse yet, high-current ground

loops can even fry the cable. Still, there

are many applications where the shield

termination at both ends is either bene-

ficial or even required. If you are unsure,

consult the equipment manufacturer or

an Anixter representative.
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“WORLD’S LARGEST INVENTORY OF TERMINALS AND FUSES”

ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS
SALES CORP.

1333 S.W. 30th Avenue
Deerfield Beach, Florida 33442
❖❖❖ Established 1947 ❖❖❖

Tel: 954-428-1788 • Fax: 954-429-1511 
Toll Free: 1-800-342-1422

E-mail: sales@electricalproducts.com • www.electricalproducts.com

LUGS • TERMINALS • SPLICES • FERRULES • DISCONNECTS
END CAPS • JUMPERS • CABLE TIES • SOLDER SLEEVES

HEAT SHRINKABLE TUBING • FUSES • FUSEHOLDERS
FUSE CLIPS • MIL SPECS OUR SPECIALTY

MS25036 • MS20659 • MS17143 • MS3367 • MS3368 • MS3339 - MS3341
MS21980 • MS21981 • MS35431 • MS77066 - MS77074 • MS25274

MS25435 - MS25439 • M83519 • M23053 • MS21266 • M23190
NAS1744-NAS1746 • MS25083 • MIL-C-83413/8 AND MANY OTHERS

Interconnect Products, Inc.

Bussmann

ELECTRICAL GROUP

®

Your Best Source Since 1947

Call Today 1-800-342-1422
Fast Delivery!

ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS SALES CORP. has one of the largest 
inventories of terminals and fuses in the United States. When you 

receive requests for these items, use our vast inventory to draw from.

AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS FOR:

Access our Line Card and Inventory on the World Wide Web:
http://www.electricalproducts.com

Table 1. General Performance Characteristics_______________________________________________________________________
Aluminum and

Interference Polyester Foil Copper or Tinned Combination Foil
Type Shield Copper Braid and Braid Shield_______________________________________________________________________

Low Intensity Fair Good Excellent
Low Frequency_______________________________________________________________________
Low Intensity Good Fair Excellent
High Frequency_______________________________________________________________________
High Intensity Poor Fair Good to Excellent
Low Frequency_______________________________________________________________________
High Intensity Fair Poor Good
High Frequency

Continued from page 27 _____________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

Visit with Kathy and Marilyn in the 
Wiring Harness News Business Center and Lounge
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The AMP 3K/40 Terminator is based upon the field proven AMP-O-LECTRIC Model “G”

Terminator and is the latest in the series of machines for terminating wire using reeled

terminals and contacts. As a value oriented terminator, the AMP 3K/40 Terminator is

designed for customers that require the increased output and quality of a semiautomatic

machine at a competitive price. By incorporating the most commonly requested features

as a standard and offering a long list of optional equipment, this terminator offers

flexibility to meet the specific needs of various applications at the lowest possible cost.

The AMP 3K/40 Terminator was designed with speed, convenience, and ease of use in

mind. The design accepts the new TE Applicator Series and has the crimp force capacity

of 3,000 pounds and is capable of crimping 32-14 AWG wire. 

An AMP 5K/40 Terminator is also available with a 5,000 pound crimp force and is
capable of crimping 32-10 AWG wire.

Call your TE Connectivity sales professional at 888-777-5917 or 1-717-810-2080 for a

demonstration of the AMP 3K/40 Terminator with the New TE Applicator and see how

your factory can improve with its use.

To learn more call us or visit: http://tooling.te.com/bench_equip.asp

www.tooling.te.com
www.tooling.te.com/europe
www.tooling.te.com/china

Ph: 1-888-777-5917 or 1-717-810-2080; toolingsales@te.com © 2011 Tyco Electronics Corporation. 

All rights reserved. AMP, AMP-O-LECTRIC, TE (logo) and TE Connectivity are trademarks.

AMP 3K/40 Terminator

New Crimp Quality Monitor II 
(CQM II) from TE Connectivity

The AMP 3K/40 and AMP 5K/40
Terminators accepts the New 
TE Connectivity Applicator Series

Visit TE Connectivity at the 
2011 Wiring Processing Expo in
Milwaukee, 5/18 - 5/19, Booth 1139



The GMT232 Splice Crimping Tool Has
Been Qualified to M22520/37-01

Daniels Manufacturing Corp (DMC) has
received QPL status on the GMT232 hand
crimp tool qualifying the tool to
M22520/37-01 for military use. The
GMT232 crimps AWG sizes 12 (yellow),
16 (blue), and 20 (red) splices for low
profile environmental splice applications
(M81824/1-XX). (A gage for this tool has
also been qualified to M22520/39-01.)

This precise tool is ratchet controlled to
ensure full crimp force (40 lbs) is applied;
the handles will not open until they have
been fully closed and the crimp complet-
ed. The jaws are equipped with a locator
which is configured to hold the splice in
the correct location while either wire is
being terminated. The rugged construc-
tion of this tool assures repeatability and
durability. 

In addition to meeting the MIL Spec,
the tool produces crimped assemblies
that comply with the IPC/WHMA-A-620-A
Industry Guidelines for Stamped and

Formed-Closed Barrel-Insulation Support
Crimps.The GMT232 is 8 3/4 inches long
and weighs .75 lbs. It is sold individually
or can be included in DMC’s Wiring Sys-
tem Tool Kits. All DMC tools are made in
the USA.

For more information, contact Daniels
Manufacturing Corp (DMC), 526 Thorpe
Road, Orlando, Florida 32824, 407-855-
6161, DMC@DMCTools.com,  www.DMC-
Tools.com

Custom Electrical Terminals Meet
Form and Function Requirements

Custom engineered and manufactured
electrical terminals that can be matched to
specific OEM function, size, material, and
packaging requirements are available from
ETCO Incorporated. 
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VALIDATION TESTING - EQUIPMENT
WIRE HARNESS DESIGN

• Li-Ion Battery, Wire Harness & Components Testing Under USCAR, Military, ISO Specs
• Wire Harness Design, Cost Estimation, Cost Reduction, Sorting, Re-work
• Catia, UG-NX, Pro-E, Solid Works CAD services — DOE, FEA, DFMEA, PFMEA
• Cross Sectioning, High Current Test, Thermal Imaging, Pull Test, High Precision Resistance
• Thermal Shock, Vibration, Temperature, Humidity, Dust, etc.
• Ultrasonic Welding Equipment & Studies. Laser Welding Services
• Crimping Specifications & Geometry. (Database with +6,000 applications)

CRIMP & WELD INSPECTION SYSTEM
“ Best Technology and Price in the Market!”

• Advanced Measurement Software (line, area, etc.) 
• Powerful USB “C” Mount Digital Color Camera. 
• File Saving, Import & Export to bmp, jpg, png. 
• Setting for Brightness, Contrast, Sharpness. 
• Easiest Calibration — Micrometer included!
• Includes Lenses, Base, Fiber Optic Light, etc.

775 Davis, Suite #4
Plymouth, MI 48170
www.gmt-engineering.com
gmt@gmt-engineering.com
(734) 679-8340
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GMT232 Splice Crimping Tool

____________Continued on page 34

Custom Electrical Terminals
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ETCO Custom Electrical Terminals can
be designed and manufactured to match

OEM assembly, environment, and appli-
cation requirements with respect to func-
tion, size, material, and packaging. Devel-
oped using rapid prototyping with 3-D
solid modeling analysis, special purpose
terminals can be created from design
through full integration with a customer’s
production process. 

Offered with compatible application
equipment, ETCO Custom Electrical Termi-

nals can be produced from materials such
as brass, tinned brass, nickel plated steel,
copper plated steel, phosphor-bronze
and many more including clad and inlaid
alloys. Sizes can range from 0.008” to
0.090” thick with tolerances to ±0.002”,
depending upon material and design
requirements. ETCO Custom Electrical Ter-
minals are priced according to configura-
tion and quantity; supplied in 25,000 to
production quantities. Price quotations

are available upon request. 

ETCO Inc., will be exhibiting at the
Electrical Wire Processing Expo in Booth
#117.

For more information contact ETCO
Incorporated Sean C. Dunn, Vice President
Marketing 25 Bellows St. Warwick, RI
02888 (401) 467-2400 FAX (401) 941-
2453 e-mail: Sean Dunn www.etco.com

Union Polymer to 
Display Heat Shrinkable
Products at the Wire 
Processing Expo

Union Polymer Interna-
tional is a fast growing com-
pany specializing in R&D
and the manufacturing of
heat shrinkable products
with a wide range of appli-
cations in electrical, elec-
tronics, telecommunica-
tions, automotive, energy,
aviation and marine vessels. 

Union Polymer heat
shrinkable products ensure
fast and simple installation,
complete sealing and insu-
lating, and mechanical and
environmental protection.
The manufacturing plant has
been certified by ISO
9001:2008, ISO 16949:2002
quality management system
and ISO 14001:2004 envi-
ronmental management sys-
tem. Our products meet the
CE, UL, DNV, CCS and RoHS
standards.

Over the past several
years, Union Polymer has
worked with many compa-
nies worldwide to develop
the optimal solutions for
their heat shrink needs.          

Products will be on dis-
play at Booth 1134 during
the Electrical Wire Process-
ing Expo event in Milwaukee
May 18 – 19, 2011. For fur-
ther information contact
Union Polymer International,
9378 Mason Montgomery
Road, Suite #219, Mason,
OH 45040. Phone (513)
899-1618 or Fax (513) 823-
2835. Visit www.upm-
intl.com
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New Flexiscreen Backshells 
Offer Light-Weight, 
Cost-Effective Solution

Tyco Electronics (TE), one of the
leading global providers of engi-
neered electronic components, con-
nectors and network solutions, intro-
duces a new high-performance fam-
ily of backshells called FlexiScreen,
designed to provide a light-weight
solution for electromagnetic com-
patibility (EMC) protection for both
commercial and military applica-
tions.

FlexiScreen backshells represent a
significant improvement over pig-tail
termination methods by providing
360-degree EMC shielding on the ter-
mination area of each individual
cable. The backshell terminations can
be installed to allow the cable bun-
dle to be formed at various angles,
such as 30 and 45 degrees, using a
single backshell design.

The new backshells capitalize on
proven performance of existing
HexaShield adapter components.
FlexiScreen backshells are a light-
weight, repairable, cost-effective
solution, designed to be mounted
on MIL-DTL-38999, 83723, 26482,
5015 or commonly used connectors.

The backshells are available in
either an aluminum alloy or stainless
steel with the choice of star configu-
rations to fit your application. Finish
types available are cadmium olive
drab to SAE-AMS-PQ-P-416 or elec-
troless nickel to SAE-AMS-C-26074
Class 3, Grade B. Other finishing
types are also available.

For more information on TE’s Flex-
iScreen backshell, contact TE’s Prod-
uct Information Center at 800-522-
6752. Follow us on Twitter for all the
latest product news @TycoElectron-
ics.

FlexiScreen, HexaShield, TE (logo)
and Tyco Electronics are trademarks.
Other product or company names
mentioned herein might be trade-
marks of their respective owners.

SAE is a trademark of SAE Interna-
tional Corporation

More information on Tyco Elec-
tronics can be found at www.te.com

Mueller Group Offering 
“Smart Solutions” to 
Wiring Harness/Cable Assembly 
Industry

Since 1981, The Mueller Group
has strived to become a leading
European wire and cable solutions

provider.  Products such as control
cables, robotic cables, harmonized
hook up wire and cordage, data
cables and hi-temperature cables are
warehoused in our facility in
Schaumburg, IL just northwest of
Chicago. 

With access to numerous Euro-
pean wire and cable manufacturers,
approvals such as     < HAR >, VDE,
CE, TUV, UL, CSA and ROHS, are
readily available on a wide range of
products. These ratings are at times
required in applications that also
specify oil resistance, halogen free,
low smoke, high flexibility and
extreme temperature and chemical
resistance. 

Today’s manufacturing and robot-
ic applications require wire and
cable products to withstand strain,
as well as constant flex and stress.
The Mueller Group provides “Smart
Solutions” that will increase the life
time of equipment, improve produc-
tivity and reduce machine down-
time.  With our expertise in interna-
tional logistics, importing, currency
exchange and metric conversions,
we help eliminate confusion and
headaches and save businesses con-
siderable time and money.

Please visit our Booth 1506 at the
Electrical Wire Processing Expo in
Milwaukee, WI on May 18 & 19, 2011.
Jay Mueller, President, and John
White, National Sales Manager, will
be on hand and look forward to
meeting you.  You can also visit us on
www.muellergroup.net
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Flexiscreen Backshells 
From Tyco Electronics
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www.tooling.te.com
www.tooling.te.com/europe
www.tooling.te.com/china

Ph: 1-888-777-5917 or 1-717-810-2080; toolingsales@te.com © 2011 Tyco Electronics Corporation. 
All rights reserved.  TE (logo) and TE Connectivity are trademarks.

Servo Applicator

Pneumatic Applicator

Mechanical Applicator

We’ve Done It Again!
The new TE Connectivity Applicators offer modular feed packages, the ability to

upgrade in the field, and unparalleled manufacturing tolerances which deliver quality

like never before.

Why a New TE Connectivity Applicator Design?

We listened to our customers, who told us they wanted a simplified modular design

with increased flexibility. With this information and years of development, our

engineers designed a state of the art applicator with easy adjustments, design

consistency and global standardization, which in turn provides you with the benefits

and quality you’ve come to expect from TE Connectivity.

The new applicators are designed to be backward compatible to run all common

terminator and leadmakers. It can also be upgraded to run on the new System III
compatible machines. 

Call your TE Connectivity sales professional at 888-777-5917 or 1-717-810-2080 for 
a demonstration of the new TE Connectivity Applicator Series and see how your
manufacturing can improve with its use.

Visit TE Connectivity at the 
2011 Wiring Processing Expo in
Milwaukee, 5/18 - 5/19, Booth 1139

Introducing the New
Applicator Series from
TE Connectivity



Manufacturing Photovoltaics
Photovoltaic manufacturing is still

undergoing change in terms of tech-
nology and materials. Production
costs per module need to come
down to a more profitable level
whilst maintaining durability and
enhancing performance and func-
tionality.  AMI is organising the 2nd
international conference on Polymers
in Photovoltaics 2011 from 12-14
April at the Maritim Hotel in Cologne,
Germany to discuss these issues.
Senior Consultant, Kerry Satterthwaite
will outline the market situation and
future prospects, and lead manufac-
turer Solarfun will talk about the latest
developments in modules.

A wide range of polymer materials
is in use in solar modules in functions
such as backsheets, silicon
encapsulants, sealants and
adhesives, and innovative
front sheets.  Multilayer,
multi-material structures are
now common for backing
sheets with different func-
tions provided by each
layer.  Industry standards are
being developed by bod-
ies such as Underwriters
Laboratories and TUV with
flammability and weather-
ing performance testing.
Polymers offer flexibility in
production and use, how-
ever they must be properly
specified and selected and
there must be good inter-
material adhesion and com-
patibility under the high
performance conditions of
moisture, sunlight, wind
and snow in different areas
of the world.

Renolit Belgium has
entered the market with
innovative backsheets
including an integrated
encapsulant layer for crys-
talline silicon PV modules.
PET is increasingly being
used in backsheets, so
much so that a shortage is
being predicted in the mar-
ketplace. Toray Films Europe
supplies advanced PET
films for photovoltaics.
Saint-Gobain Performance
Plastics supplies a range of
materials for solar applica-
tions and is looking at light-
weighting options with
plastics components.  On
the manufacturing side,
Davis-Standard supplies
extrusion expertise and
equipment for encapsulant
and backsheets.

Increasingly, polymers
are being used as front
sheets, for example the flu-
oropolymers PVDF and
ECTFE from Solvay-Solexis,
which also find use in back-
sheets.  Another plastic for
front sheets is PMMA, from
companies such as Evonik
Rohm, which is being tested

in PV, BIPV and CPV.

Sealants and adhesives are critical
for module performance.  The US
National Renewable Energy Labora-
tory is involved in most aspects of
module and materials testing for the
photovoltaic industry, and Dr Michael
Kempe has recently completed a
study on testing of edge-seal materi-
als. Saes Getters of Italy supplies a
novel edge sealing “getter tape”, and
3M Deutschland is a leader in these
applications.

The Fraunhofer Center for Silicon
Photovoltaics has studied many
aspects of polymer materials, and
has reviewed the processing and
mechanical behaviour of the encap-
sulants used for embedding solar
cells. ECN is another lead research
institute in photovoltaics and has
looked at the balance between
encapsulation quality and robust-
ness.  A small range of polymers are
used in encapsulation, Specialized

Technology Resources, Inc. is looking
at next-generation materials.  Hunts-
man Advanced Materials is one of
the companies developing new
materials and concepts for high effi-
ciency modules.  UV curing technol-
ogy is being tested for encapsulants
by Sartomer USA. Module manufac-
turing equipment is supplied by
Meyer Burger Technology (Switzer-
land), and the company has looked
at the use of EVA compared to other
encapsulants for crystalline PV.  In
France, the Institut National de l’En-
ergie Solaire is coordinating the Euro-
pean IMPRESS project, which is look-
ing at injection moulding of encapsu-
lants and PV frames.

For information contact  Dr Sally
Humphreys,Applied Market Informa-
tion Ltd, AMI House, 45-47 Stokes
Croft, Bristol, BS1 3QP, UK Phone +44
117 924 9442 or Fax +44 (0) 117 311
1534. Email: sh@amiplastics.com or
visit www.amiplastics.com
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WIRE CODING WIPERS
1/2” & 1” Dia in silicone, foam & felt

Also 1-3/16” Dia gum rubber scrubbers.
For complete list & prices go to

WWW.EICWIPERS.COM
Tel: 619-303-7924
Fax: 619-303-7925

Same Day Shipping Ask for Pete

Visit with us in 
Booth #1526

NEWS PLUGSNEWS PLUGS continued



es, why is it that so many manufacturing

plants still operate manually and under

such chaotic and demanding proce-

dures? If these steps can be bundled into

a single quality process management

approach, why not implement it?  

The answers are tough, but it’s very

likely that the industry will see a majori-

ty shift in the near future as there is

increasingly marginal room for error in

this traditionally operator dependent

environment… and more and more Tier

One manufacturers are pushing the use

of process automation to ensure quality.

Already we’re seeing new wire pro-

cessing machines equipped with

process management systems that auto-

mate and streamline the setup and opti-

mize the in-process quality monitoring

systems. This eliminates potential error

and unnecessary scrap associated with

incorrect material and/or machine

setup.

But what about existing equipment?

Many companies do not have the budg-

et for brand new machines. Legacy

machines cover a large portion of the

landscape of existing automatic and

bench press machines. These can be

retrofitted with the recently designed

technology and continue in use for

years.

Quality Process Management (QPM)
for Wire Processing: Simple. 
Accurate. Efficient.

The automation process starts off

with a bar code scan of the work order,

which then prompts the operator

through a series of steps (supported by

visual aids) to confirm that the correct

items such as terminals, wire, weather

seals, and tooling are installed on the

machine. The setup validation may also

include first part inspection and a pull

test of sample parts prior to the start of

production, which further error proofs

the machine setup.

Let’s address the near impossible

challenge that operators’ face following

each new setup, to manually reconfigure

and optimize in-process quality monitor-

ing systems. These systems, such as

crimp force monitors and wire end

inspection devices are logically integrat-

ed into this quality process management

system and can be automatically config-

ured during the setup, ensuring a high

level of integrity, performance, and qual-

ity control.
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Our Gun out-shrinks the competition
5 seconds vs. 12 seconds*

The Focus-Lite™ FLG3™ by Judco Manufacturing, Inc., is the solution to all your heat-shrink 
operations.  You can say goodbye to the high labor cost, excessive heat, and inefficiencies of 
other methods.  The Focus-Lite™ reduces the time necessary to shrink most types of heat 
shrink tubing.  It also improves the process control and overall quality of your shrink 
operation. The  FLG3™ can be used for high volume benchtop applications and is completely 
portable and mobile for board mounted harnesses and tight space assemblies. 

Focus-Lite™ technology uses radiant energy to shrink heat-shrink tubing in a fraction of the 
time of traditional methods. 

Here's why it works:  Dual Quartz Halogen bulbs are focused to direct all of the usable radiant 
energy to the cable/wire diameter covered by shrink tube.  This allows for 10 times the 
average energy expended by the bulbs to be delivered to 
the target zone.  What you will see is an amazing 
difference in shrink time!

The Focus-Lite™ is equipped with an adjustable timer for 
repeatable shrinking, time after time.  It also has a 
dimmer switch that controls the power for sensitive 
components. Visit our website at and 
see our full line of  Focus-Lite™products.

www.judco.net

Focus   Lite 
Heat Shrink Processing Machines

™ Judco Manufacturing, Inc
1429 W. 240th St., Harbor City, CA  90710 (310) 534-0959  www.judco.net

*polyolefin, 5” length

1 - ARTOS Model MTX-5 Wire Processing 
Machine w/2 - TU10 Presses; 

2 - AMP CLS-IV+ Lead-Making Machines

2 - SCHLEUNIGER Model EcoStrip 9300 
Cutters & Strippers

1 - ARTOS Model CS600 Wire Processing 
Machine w/Tin Unit

1 - ARTOS Model CS9 Cut & Strip Machine

1 - EUBANKS 9800 Cut/Strip Machine

1 - EUBANKS 4600-01 Flat Cable and Tubing 
Cutter

3 - KOMAX Model 34 Bench Top Cut/Strip 
Machine w/smart strip update                 
(one for parts)

1 - SCHLEUNIGER Model US2015 Stripper

1 - KOMAX BT-711 Bench Top Crimping 
Press

1 - MOLEX TM42 Crimp Press, 
Order #69002-5001

1 - KIRSTEN Stripper/Crimper, Model K750

1 - AMP ‘K’ Press

1 - AMETEK (HUNTER SPRING) Mechanical 
Force Gauge, Model D-100-T, #207 with 
100lb measurement capability. Has 3 
pegs to attach to an air assist rail. 

2 - SCHLEUNIGER Model PF2000 Payoffs

10 - CIRRIS 1000R+ Testers

3 - CIRRIS 1000R+ Testers (expansion 
boxes req’d for beyond 128 test points)

2 - CIRRIS 1000H+ Testers

5 - OMNI 2000 MultiStation Testers

1 - OMNI Series 1 Tester

1 - NEB 48-Carrier Harness Braider, 
DC Motor on Capstan

1 - NEB 32-Carrier Harness Braider, 
DC Motor on Capstan

3 - NEB 24-C Harness Braiders

2 - AMP Dies, 567211-1, #280688; 
567066-5, #333416

1 - CANNON ABT-620 Press

1 - BRADY Semi-Auto Pneumatic Hot Stamper,
Model BHM402A-12 w/2 sets of wheels 
(parallel and perpendicular)

1 - BRADY Semi-Auto Pneumatic Hot Stamper,
Model BHM402A-18 w/foot control

1 -IMAJE Model 9040   Inkjet Printer, 2000

PLUS: Extrusion, Twisting, Striping, 
and Rewind Equipment

COMMISSION BROKERS, INC.

WIRE PROCESSING/HARNESS EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE

Contact: Martin Kenner

COMMISSION BROKERS, INC.
P.O. Box 8456 • Cranston, RI 02920-0456 • Tel (401) 943-3777 • Fax: (401) 943-3670

WEB: www.commissionbrokers.com • E-Mail: marty137@aol.com

VISIT US AT WIRE EXPO 2010 • BOOTH #1531

Automation of Plant
Floor Processes
Continued from page 1 ______________



Production Reporting

Production data is captured in real

time and compiled into production

reports for traceability, quality, produc-

tivity, equipment utilization, and materi-

al usage.

Automating the production equip-

ment with the work order not only sup-

ports a plant-wide process management

system, but also supports cutter task

sequence optimization, inventory man-

agement, and management of equip-

ment and tool maintenance. A natural

evolution of the QPM system is to auto-

matically download the production

work orders to the machine work cell

based on availability. Tracking inventory

would ensure sufficient material is avail-

able before a production task could

commence… again a natural evolution

of the system.
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Save up to 80% of your
labor cost on heat shrink operations 
Save up to 80% of your

 

Focus   Lite 
Heat Shrink Processing Machines

Judco Manufacturing, Inc
1429 W. 240th St., Harbor City, CA  90710 (310) 534-0959  www.judco.net

The Focus-Lite™ by Judco Manufacturing, Inc., is the solution to all your heat-shrink 
operations.  You can say goodbye to the high labor cost, excessive heat, and inefficiencies of 
other methods. The Focus-Lite™ reduces the time necessary to shrink most types of heat 
shrink tubing.  It also improves the process control and overall quality of your shrink 
operation. The The Focus-Lite™ can be used for high volume bench top applications as well 
as low volume prototypes and laboratory applications. 

Focus-Lite™ technology uses radiant energy to shrink heat-shrink tubing in a fraction of the 
time of traditional methods. 

Here's why it works:  Dual Quartz Halogen bulbs are focused to direct all of the usable radiant 
energy to the cable/wire diameter covered by shrink tube.  This allows for 10 times the 
average energy expended by the bulbs to be delivered to the target zone.  What you will see is 
an amazing difference in shrink time!

The Focus-Lite™ is equipped with an adjustable 
timer for repeatable shrinking, time after time.  It 
also has a dimmer switch that controls the power for 
sensitive components. Visit our website at 

and see our full line of 

Focus-Lite™products.

www.judco.net

A Complete Line of Machine and Tools 
for the Wire Harness Industry

Competitive Prices
Quality
Design

Delivery

Call or E-mail
for a full brochure

Phone: 586-791-0700
Fax: 586-791-5419

Cage Code #67643

E-mail: diamond-die@att.net Web Site: www.diamond-die.com

ISO 9001:2008 Certified Company

Replacement Parts
Perishable Tooling

Hi Speed Die 

Heavy Duty Press 
and Applicator 

Hand Crimpers

6-22 Ton Press 

Hydrofeed 

See Diamond Die and Mold Company
in Booth #1304
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Maintenance

There is a high desire within the

industry to manage applicator tool main-

tenance based on usage/cycles. The

applicator tools have perishable compo-

nents and wearing elements, requiring

maintenance and component replace-

ment before they reach a stage of wear

that may lead to defective products,

unnecessary scrap, and losses in produc-

tivity. The automated quality process

management system naturally integrates

with the process of managing tool main-

tenance on a predetermined cycle

count.

Deploying a plant wide Quality

Process Management system means inte-

grating or “bundling”technologies onto a

common platform with a customer con-

figurable DATA BASE.This data base con-

tains all product data – material, specifi-

cations, and even photo images or illus-

trations of the product which serve as

visual aid for the operations personnel.

Summary

The illustration (right) highlights the

common elements of a Quality Process

Management (QPM) system for an exist-

ing and/or new wire processing

machine and/or bench press applica-

tion.

The MATERIAL VALIDATION is per-

formed during the machine setup with a

bar code reader. The scan of the work

order references the data base to con-

firm all of the correct material. The SETUP VALIDATION process

automates the first part inspection to

confirm the crimp dimension and

optional dynamic pull test are within

the product specification before pro-

duction can resume.

The QUALITY SYSTEM OPTIMIZA-

TION automatically configures the

parameters of the crimp force monitor

and/or wire end inspection device (tol-

erances, analysis regions, etc.) and

enables these systems following the

material and setup validation.

The EQUIPMENT CONTROL ensures

that the wire processing machine or

bench press is controlled through the

setup and production process so as to

only produce product that matches the

work order.

TRACEABILITY occurs automatically

during the production run capturing all

of the production and quality data refer-

enced by time, work order, operator,

machine, shift, etc.

PRODUCTIVITY REPORTING pro-

vides summary reports of the machine

efficiency and productivity.

MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT of

applicator tools monitors and manages

the accumulated cycle counts and  flags

tools and/or presses that have reached

their preset cycle count to scheduled

maintenance ensuring an effective main-

tenance program        

The potential benefits to the wire

processing industry are abundantly clear

– automation streamlines and simplifies

plant floor processes for operations per-

sonnel; improves the production effi-

ciency with reduced scrap and quality

issues; and provides traceability and

reporting in support of continuous

improvement… translating into signifi-

cant costs savings. Like the retail busi-

ness, manufacturers will soon begin to

see the results of automation in wire

processing and never look back.

Michael Reeve is VP of Product Devel-

opment,OES Inc.He can be contacted at

OES Inc., 4056 Blakie Road, London, ON,

N6L 1P7.Phone (519) 652-5833 or email

mreeve@oes-inc.com

Visit OES, Inc. at the Electrical Wire

Processing Expo in Booth #1207
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Introducing Our 
Hottest Item!

The MARK™ 321 Heat
Shrinkable Wire Marker

• SAE-AMS-DTL-
23053/5 CL1&3

• MIL-M-81531

• Light Weight Marker

• 3:1 Shrink Ratio

• Drop in Replacement 
for Tyco TMS-SCE 

Compatible with Tyco Printing Machines, WinTotal Software, 
and the Gamma Mark I & III Printing Systems. 

SAME DAY SHIPPING!!!
PHONE: 1-909-860-1479  • FAX: 1-909-839-4461

WWW.GAMMAELECTRONICS.NET

HHARNESSARNESS
Braiding & ShieldingBraiding & Shielding

As the industry leader in 
cable harness shielding,
Hamilton Products will 
meet your most 
demanding requirements 
for textile and/or wire shields.

Our capacity of 1 to 1,000
harnesses and our extensive
knowledge of specialty braiding and 
shielding allows us to manufacture to your 
specifications, or custom design to meet your
installation requirements.

For the best, call the best. Call Hamilton Products.

HAMILTON PRODUCTS, INC.
P.O. Box 1100 • 43A Rte 12 South • Sherburne, New York 13460

Phone: (607) 674-2030 • FAX (607) 674-9367
E-Mail: a_critton@iwgbwd.com or s_malloy@iwgbwd.com

Home Page: http://www.hamprods.com

Automation of Plant Floor Processes
Continued from page 41 _____________
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White was succeeded as president by

Jane Beatty, 54. She arrived at CI two

years ago as the HR manager and eventu-

ally held the position of vice president

before being named president.

Beatty, who has a master’s in educa-

tion and bachelor of science in geology,

worked the previous 12 years at Intel in

Hillsboro,Ore.One of her Intel positions

was business re-engineering manager

for financial applications. She oversaw

inventory management and receiving.

Another of

Beatty’s Intel jobs

was executive HR

manager for orga-

nizational devel-

opment in the

area of executive

leader manage-

ment. She did

recruiting. She

also was a portfo-

lio manager for

Intel Capital.

Yarbro,60, is on

the management

team. She joined

CI last July, the lat-

est job in a career

that began at

Avnet in Beaver-

ton, Ore. She did

purchasing at the

firm 17 years

before going to

cable assembler

Walker Compo-

nent Group in

Beaverton where

she served as

branch manager

for Oregon and

Washington.

Arrow Elec-

tronics and

Heilind Electron-

ics also are located

in Beaverton.

Yarbro worked at

both of them

before being hired

at CI. “In all the

years and in all the

places I’ve been I have always enjoyed

what I did,” she said. “Here I want to

share with people how I’ve done things

so they take less time and are done right

and more proficiently.”

The chief of operations is Mashawn

Drew, 37. He joined CI in March 2006 to

help the company build a quality-man-

agement system that could achieve aero-

space certification. His role in quality

assurance was expanded to head of

operations in charge of production,

inventory and shipping and receiving.

Drew has worked at LP Composites

and Innovative Composites Engineering

in the Bingen area,gaining experience in

manufacturing, R&D, prototyping, engi-

neering and production management.

Early in his career he worked as a timber

faller and certified nursing assistant.

“We’re different from other compa-

nies because of the family orientation

and unity here,” Drew said.“This is not a

mechanical place.There is a lot of room

for personality and originality, and that

pours over into our business practices

so we treat customers on a more individ-

ual level.”

Engagement by the 120 staff mem-

bers in CI is automatic because the firm

has been converted to an employee

stock ownership plan (ESOP). It takes

effect in April.An ESOP means each per-

son in the plan receives shares of CI.

Sixty-three percent of the staff is in

production, leaving the 37-percent bal-

ance of executives, managers and assis-

tants. The chief financial officer is Jeff

Nicol, and the managers are:Glen Hamp-

ton, QA; Jacqueline Taylor, operations;

Ofelia Sanchez, production; Javier

Sanchez, manufacturing; Joseph Kusky,

inventory; Kevin Callow, quoting; Gene

Zitterkopf, documentation control;

Robert Mack, shipping; and Nila Hill,

inside sales.

The managers conduct weekly meet-

ings that may be attended by anyone

interested in the matters under discus-

sion. “We promote employee sugges-

tions and involvement,” Yarbro said. “All

input is considered. There are lots of

positive changes and innovation that

come out of the meetings that have

done nothing but improve some of our

processes.”

CI grew rapidly in 2010,and the num-

ber of employees doubled. It could jump

substantially again this year, possibly

reaching 150-170.

All new employees receive extensive

orientation, training and introductions
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ATLAS WIRE CORPORATION
Insulators of Electrical 

Wires & Cables

www.atlaswirecorp.com

9525 River Street 4705 S. Coach Drive
Schiller Park, IL 60176 Tucson, AZ 85714

(847) 678-1210 (520) 747-4500
(847) 678-1281 fax (520) 747-5800 fax

info@atlaswirecorp.com tomatlas@worldnet.att.net

✔ ISO 9001:2000 Certified ➤ Lead & Hook Up Wire

✔ Facilities in Illinois & Arizona ➤ 125C & 150C Cross-Link

✔ Huge Inventory of Conductor ➤ UL & CSA

✔ Customized Print & Packaging ➤ MTW

✔ Striping (Spiral & Extruded Line) ➤ Building & Fixture Wire

✔ Bonding & Twisting ➤ Military

✔ Drum Pack ➤ Automotive/Marine

✔ Small Min. Order Quantities ➤ Nylon

✔ Short Lead Times ➤ Speaker Wire

ATLAS WIRE CORPORATION
Registered to ISO9001:2000

Certificate No. A4894

Continued from page 1 ______________

Custom Interface

Sixty three percent of the staff is in production. Above two staff members
work at one a soldering station.



in addition to a plant tour. Assem-

blers spend four weeks learning

processes and IPC codes.

The instruction has its benefits.

“Once a worker is on the job the

table leader does not have to spend

extra time in training and knows

where to put the person in the

facility,” Yarbro said. “People also

can leave before the end of training

if they do not want to be here.”

Harnesses and electromechani-

cal assemblies are manufactured for

such markets as audio, video, med-

ical, avionics, automotive, solar,

aerospace and instrumentation. CI

can handle any quantity, from one

to 20,000 or more, but high-volume

orders are filled in China at compa-

nies with which CI partners.

From a single wire with two con-

nectors to a large harness with 258

breakouts and with costs ranging

from 90 cents to $12,000,CI covers

a broad product spectrum. Wiring

can be as small as 36 gauge for cam-

era equipment used in filming

“Advent Ghost,” “Avatar” and the

Super Bowl.

CI has 50 customers, with five

new ones under consideration.

Most customers are in the Pacific

Northwest, although products are

shipped throughout the United

States and overseas.

One customer is FLIR Systems in

Portland. The firm makes night

vision devices, thermal imaging sys-

tems, infrared cameras and infrared

detectors for governmental, com-

mercial and industrial markets.

PV Powered in Bend, Ore., spe-

cializes in commercial and residen-

tial photovoltaic converters. Warn

Industries in Clackamas, Ore.,

makes winches for cars, trucks, fire

and rescue vehicles and utility,com-

mercial and industrial applications.

Insitu Group, a Boeing sub-

sidiary in Stevenson, Wash., manu-

factures unmanned aircraft systems

that gather intelligence, surveil-

lance and reconnaissance data.Tele-

cast Fiber Systems of Worcester,

Mass., with an office in San Francis-

co,produces fiber optic systems for

TV broadcast production and other

audiovisual communication.Electro

Scientific Industries in Beaverton

makes fiber lasers, semiconductors,

laser ablation systems and intercon-

nect and micromachining prod-

ucts.

Customers are attracted to CI for

its ITAR certification and compli-

ance to ISO 9000:2000 and AS

9100:2009 (with certification in

both later this year). “We have a

very, very, very good reputation,”

Yarbro said. “One major customer

wrote in our annual customer sur-

vey that they throw at us what they

think is impossible, but we do it.”
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An Eye for Innovation
Bringing Precision, Flexibility and Experience to Wire Processing

NEW UniStrip 2300

��Fully programmable benchtop wire stripper

��Strips wire from 10 - 32 AWG and jacketed cables up 
to 0.22” in diamter

��Intuitive color touchscreen user interface

��No mechanical adjustments required when changing 
wire sizes

��Can strip inner conductors of 
jacketed cables with short 
breakout lengths

��Trigger sensitivity 
automatically adjusted 
based on wire size

NEW

Visit us at IPC APEX – April 12-14, Booth #446 and
Electrical Wire Processing Expo – May 18-19, Booth #1147
www.schleuniger-na.com/cst_whn / (603) 668-8117

Coastel
Cable
Tools International Corp.

344 East Brighton Avenue 
Syracuse, NY 13210

Ph: (315) 471-5361 •  Fx: (315) 472-1765
Internet: www.coasteltools.com

The CT4 CoastelmaticThe CT4 Coastelmatic
Pneumatic TPneumatic Tool Holderool Holder

The CT4 Coastelmatic hand tool holder is a
device that uses air to activate spring
retracted hand tools. The CT4 Coastelmatic
is a great low cost alternative to automatic
crimping, stripping, and cutting machines.
The CT4 Coastelmatic can be set up to work
crimpers, strippers and cutters. The patent
pending tool holder in the applicator
securely holds all tools in place, allowing
the operator to use his hands freely. This
new and improved cylinder delivers 10%
more power through dual activation for
tough jobs. Each unit is pre-assembled, test-
ed and ready for use.

Call NOCall NOW fW for details!or details!

YYou Expect ou Expect 
MorMore Fre From om 
CoastelCoastel

Made in the
U.S.A.

New employees receive extensive trainng. In the custom design
area a Custom Interface employee works on a custo designed har-
ness.

____________Continued on page 46 



Orders can be turned quickly if nec-

essary, but lead time on a new harness

is six weeks, requiring two weeks to
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A leading supplier of:

A.E. Petsche Company is a leading 

supplier of Military & Aerospace

interconnect products including

the latest in harness management

solutions. Utilizing its worldwide

warehouse network, A.E. Petsche

Company ships from its stock of high

performance harness protection

products including Tyco’s complete 

range of identification, bundling, and 

heat shrink components.

For more information: (1) 817 461 9473 US  |  (44) 1189 693 230 EU/UK | aepetsche.com

*TE (logo) and Tyco Electronics are trademarks
of the Tyco Electronics group of companies and its licensors

Visit with The Mueller Group
in Booth #1506

Custom Interface

Custom Interface’s Assembly Hand Crimping Station

Continued from page 45 _____________



produce the first article

and four weeks for the

production build. If all

items are in inventory, the

time is cut to 2-4 weeks.

“Some orders are driv-

en by a supplier’s ability

to ship components,”

Drew said. “We do have

flexibility in our system.

Our purchasing depart-

ment has done a good job

getting suppliers in

place.”

CI is supplied by four

primary distributors, and

they have served the

company well with quali-

ty and on-time delivery,

according to Drew. Occa-

sionally catalog houses

are used.

Although the parts

and components are not

inspected upon receipt,

they are during and after

assembly. Discrepancies

trigger closer examina-

tion of all aspects of

inventory and produc-

tion.

Quality is guided by

policies laid out in a 55-

page manual that details

adherence to IPC/WHMA

A-620 standards, docu-

mentation control, SOPs,

work instructions and an

MRP system. Random

inspection of 10 percent

of a run occurs during

production.

Weekly quality reports

are prepared. Lately they

have shown internal qual-

ity at 22 defects per

10,000 pieces and exter-

nal quality at 2.7 rejects

per 10,000 items.“We are

progressing solidly, and

we strive to reach aero-

space certification,” Drew

said. “We are putting

more controls in place.”

CI will be in a new

custom-built facility in

2012. Since its founding

14 years ago CI has been

in a leased 14,000-square-

foot building. Growth

necessitated the addition

of a 5,000-square-foot

leased building a block

away and a 3,000-square-

foot structure five blocks

away for a total of 22,000

square feet.

The new building is

47,000 square feet and

can be expanded to

70,000.The structure will

accommodate growth of

12-15 percent yearly and

will help to maintain

profitability.

Not only will the

building provide needed

space but will symbolize

the progressive attitude

at CI, as noted by Yarbro:

“If any company in this

economy isn’t making

changes and plans for

growth, they probably are

not going to be around.

You have to see what’s

coming.”

For further informa-

tion, call 509-493-8756,

e-mail info@custominter

faceinc.com, fax 509-493-

8754, visit www.custom-

interfaceinc.com or write

Custom Interface, 115 W.

Steuben St. Bingen, WA

98605.
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CABLE SUPPLIER OF CHOICE!

Visit with Multi Cable in
Booth #1200

Visit withus in Booth #1541

Quality Assurance, In-Process Inspection



Schleuniger Offers the PowerStrip
9550 Automatic Cut & Strip Machine

The PowerStrip 9550 combines the
utmost in precision and performance,
covering a wide range of applications. 

The proven precision and flexibility of
Schleuniger’s indexing cutter head tech-
nology has now been paired with power-
ful servo drives, state-of-the-art electron-
ics and unparalleled user-friendliness.
Thanks to intelligent force / speed man-
agement, the new PowerStrip 9550 easily
processes wires as large as 2/0 AWG (70
mm2). 

The PowerStrip 9550 processes the

widest range of applications, from strand-
ed wire to multi-conductor cables as well
as coaxial and other shielded cables. This
is accomplished by configuring each
machine according to the customer’s
application requirements. Since the
machine is modular in construction, vari-
ous processing modules, such as the cut-
ting head type, can be combined with
various function modules, such as the 4-
zone belt feed, resulting in a machine that
is tailor made for each customer. All pro-
cessing and functional modules can be
retrofitted at a later date, making the Pow-
erStrip 9550 a future-proof investment.

User-friendliness and short changeover
times are other key benefits of this new cut
& strip machine. It’s completely
redesigned user interface uses a large
10.5’’ color touchscreen with an intuitive
menu structure, using self-explanatory

icons for fast and efficient programming.
Time-consuming mechanical changeovers
are a thing of the past. The PowerStrip
9550 is fully equipped with quick-change
solutions for all wire-specific parts. It also
incorporates the new SmartBladeTM sys-
tem, where an exchangeable cartridge
holds all blades and tools (e.g. the univer-
sal slitting unit) required to process a spe-
cific application. Precision and flexibility
meet power, speed and user-friendliness
– making the PowerStrip 9550 the first
model in a new class of cut & strip
machines.

More information can be found at
www.schleuniger-na.com. Should you
have any questions, please e-mail
sales@schleuniger.com or call (603) 668-
8117.

Ultrasonic Metal Welding Technology
for the Solar Panel Industry 
Helping to Support America’s 
Energy Independence

America’s search for greater energy
independence is receiving a helping hand
from Sonobond Ultrasonics.  

According to Melissa Alleman, the
company’s vice president, Sonobond’s
MS-5010PV Ultrasonic Photovoltaic (PV)
Modular System is playing a vital role in
the growth of the solar panel industry.
She says, “All Americans like the idea of
clean energy and less reliance on oil.  So
we are pleased that our ultrasonic tech-
nology is helping to accomplish these
goals.  Sonobond’s Ultrasonic Photo-
voltaic (PV) Modular System is perfect for
welding aluminum foil to the metallized
glass on the photovoltaic cells that com-
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prise solar panels.

Our equipment creates an ultra-
reliable, solid-state metallurgical
bond.  The resulting interconnects
between the PV cells gener-
ate an array with excellent
conductivity.”  

Ms. Alleman goes on to
say, “More and more manu-
facturers are relying on this
Sonobond equipment
because it is fast, efficient,
and cost-effective.  They are
especially impressed by the
fact that our high-frequency
(50kHz), low amplitude
Ultrasonic Photovoltaic
Modular System does not
distort materials or crack the
glass panels in the PV cells.
They also like our technolo-
gy because it is easy to
operate with only minimal
training.  In short, manufac-
turers of solar panels enjoy
significant savings in terms
of time, resources, and pro-
duction costs.”

Sonobond’s MS-5010PV
Ultrasonic Photovoltaic (PV)
Modular system is designed
for easy integration into the
production lines of solar
panel manufacturers.  

The unit consists of an
ultrasonic head with a rotat-
able welding disk and a
power supply.  The head
has a keyed shaft which can
be used to rotate the weld-
ing disk at the same speed
as the advancing photo-
voltaic panel.  In addition,
the system’s power supply
features a solid-state fre-
quency converter and auto-
matic tuning control.  This
eliminates the need to man-
ually adjust the frequency.
Sonobond modules are
typically placed at each
side of the traversing panel.
Manufacturers can choose
either the standard 110-volt
system or a 220-volt system.
Power consumption is only
100 watts.

In speaking of Sono-
bond’s hands-on approach
to helping its customers,
Vice President Alleman
says, “We understand that

each installation is unique.  So we
work closely with manufacturers by
providing in-depth technical support
before, during, and after installation.
Our commitment to customer service
is second to none.  It’s an important
aspect of providing first-class prod-
ucts that set the pace for our indus-
try.”

The Sonobond MS-5010PV Ultra-
sonic Photovoltaic Modular System
produces seam welds by applying
mechanical vibratory energy under
pressure.  The process takes just sec-
onds, while using no fluxes, tapes,
solder, or other consumables.  Solar
panel manufacturers find that this
ultrasonic bonding process offers
substantial advantages in the produc-
tion of the solar cells used to make
up solar panels.  In addition to its
speed, the process is environmental-
ly-friendly, economical, and does not
produce excessive heat.  

For additional information about
Sonobond’s products or to learn
about their free, no obligation Ultra-
sonic Welding Viability Test, visit the
company’s website at www.Sono
bondUltrasonics.com or call 800-
323-1269. 
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Sonobond ultrasonic welders

can handle even your toughest

wire welding challenges.  

We’ll prove it with free 
sample welds.

Our ultrasonic welders are quality engineered to take on the most 

difficult metal welding applications.  Consider these heavy-weight

advantages that only Sonobond can offer…

• The ability to confidently handle the

widest spectrum of welds — including

tin-coated wires and terminals, as well as

aluminum, copper, nickel alloys, precious

metals, and dissimilar metals.

• Fast, easy tooling changes that take only a

minute or less and require no calibration.

• Tough, durable Taper Lock tips with the

staying power to provide up to 100,000

welds.  You also save money because

you replace just the tips—not the entire

horn.

• The capacity to perform spot welds,

wire-to-terminal welds, and wire-to-wire

welds (with cross-sectional areas up to

100 sq. mm.)—all in a single pulse.

• Welding modes by time, energy, 

or distance.

800-323-1269 • 610-696-4710 • Fax 610-692-0674

Web: www.SonobondUltrasonics.com

Email: Sales@SonobondUltrasonics.com

The Sonobond Advantage

Tests show that ultrasonic welding is less

expensive and more reliable than resistance

welding.  And Sonobond technology helps

you be RoHS-compliant, unlike 

conventional soldering.

Sonobond uses a unique, patented Wedge

Reed bonding system that combines high

vibratory force and low amplitude coupling

to deliver precise rsults every time.  Our

units are made in the USA and require only

minimal operator training.  Sonobond also

goes the distance by providing the very

finest technical support and customer 

service—before, during, and after 

installation.          

Put Us to the Test

We are so confident that our welders can

deliver a quick one-two punch to your

toughest application that we encourage you

to put us to the test.

Just supply us with your metal components.

We’ll weld them in our Applications Lab,

show you the results, and recommend the

unit that’s best for your specific product.

There’s no cost or obligation.

When it comes to reliable metal welding, you want the champion in

your corner.  So contact us today.  Discover how Sonobond can put

over 50 years of expertise to work for you.

© 2011 Sonobond Ultrasonics, Inc.

See us at Electrical Wire Processing Expo, May 12-13, 2011

Booth #1441 – Milwaukee, WI

185 Martin Lane Fax: (847) 290-8689
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007 Phone: (847) 290-8686

CHIEF SUPPLY INC.

EM
PTY REELS WANTED

We buy 
empty reels…

Plastic • Wood • Cardboard
Almost any size or shape

CHIEF SUPPLY INC.
(847) 290-8686

Sonobond’s MS-5010PV Ultra-
sonic Photovoltaic (PV) Modular
System welds aluminum foil to
the metallized glass on the pho-
tovoltaic cells that comprise
solar panels. The resulting
interconnects generate an array
with excellent conductivity.

Sonobond’s MS-5010PV Ultra-
sonic Photovoltaic (PV) Modular
System
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Visit our updated website 

www.wiringharnessnews.com
Check out the classified ads.

See the Calendar of Events for upcoming tradeshows. 
Ask about banner advertising opportunites.

Now you can become our friend on facebook 
and get daily industry updates!



K.S. Terminals, Inc., Exhibiting at 
Milwaukee Expo

K.S. Terminals will be exibiting at the
Electrical Wire Processing Expo in Milwau-
kee, Wisc. 

K.S. Terminals Inc. is an ISO 9001/ ISO
14001/ IEC 17025 certified company, that
has been contributing professional skills in
various connectors development and pro-
duction over 38 years, providing design
flexibility, cost-effective reliability and
mistake proof connectors and terminals
designed and produced for your prod-
ucts’ efficient installation and reliable per-
formance.

Visit K.S. Terminals in Booth #1543. For
further information contact K.S.Terminals
Inc., Rm A3, 5F, 128-2, Sec.2, Taichung Port
Rd., Taichung, Taiwan 407 R. O. C. Phone
886.4.2706.6260 ext. 108     Fax 886.4.
2706.8206. Email roc@ksterminals.com.
tw or visit http://www.ksterminals. com

AG Devices, Inc. Provides Solutions
and Services to OEM’s and Cable
Shops

AG Devices Inc, parent company to Flat
Cable Solutions, was founded in the late-
1960s by Arthur Goldsmith in La Fayette,
N.Y. Rick Schaefer was employed at the
firm in the 1970s before moving to Col-
orado to work for Ball Aerospace and
then, two companies that developed the
first 2.5” and 1.8” computer hard drives.
He stayed in touch with Goldsmith and in
1994 bought his company and moved it
to Colorado.

Flat Cable Solutions ships hundreds of
thousand of individual pieces of over 450
individual flat cable assemblies and prod-
ucts to more than 600 OEM’s and cable
shops world wide. Flat Cable Solutions
often provides a product to cable shops
and OEMs for less than they can produce
it in-house and usually a lot faster. Process-
es include stripping, tinning, slitting or
separating, measuring, cutting, notching
and terminating. Custom assemblies are
available based on the customers’ specifi-
cations.

Flat Cable Solutions can process stan-
dard and webbed flat cables between
three-quarters inch and 20 feet long. Con-
ductor count ranges from two to 100.
Almost any gauge and pitch can be
accommodated. Production runs go from
one item to thousands.

Flat Cable Solutions is a division of AG
Devices of Colorado Inc. AG is a premier
manufacturer of flat cable assemblies,
tooling, and the QuickProbe SMD tool.

For further information contact Flat
Cable Solutions, 9595 Hwy 65, Austin, CO
81410. Phome (970) 835-4800. Email
info@flatcablesolutions.com or visit
www.flatcablesolutions.com. Visit  Flat
Cable Solutions in Booth #1505 at the
Electrical Wire Processing Expo.
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K.S. Terminals
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Ground-Breaking Aircraft Wiring
Repair Product Wins Innovation Award

Tyco Electronics (TE), one of the lead-
ing global providers of engineered elec-
tronic components, connectors and net-
work solutions, was recently recognized
by the US Naval Air Systems Command
with an Innovation Award. The Naval Air
Warfare Center Aircraft Division (NAW-
CAD) Commander’s Awards were estab-
lished to recognize outstanding teams
and individuals that support NAWCAD’s
goals and objectives.

The Aircraft Wiring Systems Team, in
collaboration with industry partner TE, as
well as fleet maintainers, developed an
innovative cold-applied splice (CAS)
wiring repair product and tooling that
reduces aircraft wiring repair time by more
than 70 percent. The innovative process
also eliminates all the support equipment

previously required for legacy repair
methods.

Wire splicing, to replace segments of
damaged wire or install new segments of
wire, is the most common type of repair
on wiring systems for all type/model/
series aircraft. The man hours and budget
savings the new cold-applied splice can
provide to both military and commercial
aerospace applications are therefore
immense.

“This innovation is projected to save
77,000 maintenance-man-hours (MMHRs)
per year for the Navy, and over 308,000
MMHRs per year across the [Department
of Defense],” said Oliviu Muja, Wiring Sys-
tems Branch, Naval Air Systems Com-
mand, in the award citation.

Current aircraft are filled with literally
miles of wire, which transfer power and
signals to and from vital flight critical sys-
tems. Damaged or degraded wiring can
have an immediate effect on safety-of-
flight, combat capability and readiness.
The new tool and splice methodology
provides a permanent installation with

electrical characteristics that either meet
or exceed current specification require-
ments and can be applied to the entire
inventory of military and commercial aero-
space manned and unmanned vehicles,
including Allied and NATO partners.

The cold-applied splice’s one-piece
construction offers wire termination, as
well as environmental sealing in a single
step. Sealing is provided without the
need for adhesives, tapes, grommets or

other methods traditionally used in aero-
space and defense applications. Because
no heat is needed, the splice can be
applied in potentially hazardous places,
such as in fueled aircraft.

For more information on the TE cold-
applied splice, contact TE’s Product Infor-
mation Center at 800-522-6752. 

Follow TE on Twitter for all the latest
product news @TycoElectronics.
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Tyco Electronics was recently recognized by the US Naval Air Systems Com-
mand with an Innovation Award for the development of a cold-applied splice
(CAS) wiring repair product and tooling.



Fourth Generation Stripax®

Weidmuller is pleased to introduce the
new fourth generation Stripax® and Stri-
pax® 16 tools for cutting and stripping
flexible and solid conductors with PVC
insulation, multi-conductors and thin rib-
bon cables. For over 30 years, the original
Stripax® has set global standards as a cut-
ting-edge stripping tool.  By adhering to a
process of continuous improvement, the
new fourth generation Stripax® tools incor-
porate numerous design changes,
ergonomic practical improvements, and
innovations suggested by Weidmuller cus-
tomers. These updated Stripax® tools dis-
play the same high quality and reliability as
previous versions, with new features for

improved handling in industrial processes.  

The design changes to the new Stripax®

tool increase its capability for stripping a
variety of PVC insulated wire ranging from
28…8 AWG. Previous models were
equipped to handle up to 10 AWG wire.
The Stripax® 16 has undergone all of the
design changes and innovations as the
standard Stripax®, with the exception of
the expanded cross section capability,
and is still the best choice for processing
larger gauge PVC insulated wire from
10…6 AWG.  

Adjusting the Stripax® tools to precise-
ly strip any PVC wire within the compati-
ble cross section range has been made
simpler. Sliding gauges set the insulation
depth and a longer strip length of up to
1”. A unique new feature called “partial
stripping” can be activated to leave the
cut piece of insulation on the end of the
wire. When preparing a flexible stranded
wire, this feature prevents the strands from

fanning out, and simplifies the insertion of
the conductor into wire end ferrules and
other contacts.

While implementing new ergonomic
improvements, special concern was given
to maintaining the size and weight aspects
of the Stripax® tools in order to keep
fatigue at a minimum. A new detachable
grip plate allows for precise and effortless
tool operation by all users, regardless of
hand size. Even with the addition of the
grip plate, the tools remain small and light
at 7 ?” long and .38 lbs. Additional practi-
cal improvements to the Stripax® tools
include a hinged protective cover on the
cutting edge to prevent accidental dam-
age to multi-conductors, removable
clamping jaws to simplify blade replace-
ment, and an integrated injector that pre-
vents stripped insulation from sticking
between the wire stop and the blade. The
sleeker, more modern-looking tool also
features a new Weidmuller ESG device

marker frame, allowing for personal identi-
fication.   

The new fourth generation Stripax® and
Stripax® 16 tools are currently available
using the same part number as previous
models. For more information on these
innovative tools, please visit the official
Stripax® web site at www.stripax.com or
contact your authorized Weidmuller rep-
resentative. In addition to stripping tools,
Weidmuller offers tools for dismantling,
cutting, crimping, screwing and testing.
All of these comply with the latest relevant

standards and offer maxi-
mum precision and pro-
ductivity.

Dynalab Test Systems
Announces Enhance-
ments to NX View

Dynalab Test Systems is
pleased to announce signif-
icant enhancements to NX
View.  NX View is a soft-
ware application that
resides on a PC.  Using a
USB or serial connection
between the PC and an NX
Wire Harness Tester, NX
View displays information
from the tester on the PC's
monitor.  In addition to
enhanced presentation of
error messages,  NX View
shows the operator which
connectors and cavities are
associated with the dis-
played error using actual
images of the connectors.
This results in realistic, high
impact visual information
that effectively guides the
operator through the wire
harness testing process.

NX View now offers the
following additional fea-
tures:

• Data Collection – the
NX Tester can generate a
report for every wire har-
ness that is tested and trans-
mit the report to NX View,
which stores the report on
the PC.

• Fixture Board Display –
NX View can display an
image of the fixture board,
highlighting the fixture
blocks associated with the
displayed error.  This
enables the operator to
quickly identify the location
of the error condition.

•  Status messages – NX
View can display as many as
six custom messages trans-
mitted from the NX Tester.
A common use of this fea-
ture would be to display
the number of wire harness-
es tested.

• Instructional informa-
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tion – NX View now offers greater flexibil-
ity for displaying instructional information,
which can originate from a variety of
sources: documentation files, graphic
files, movie files – anything that can be
displayed in a web browser can be dis-
played on NX View. 

• Flexible display – NX View now sup-
ports a flexible window docking feature,
allowing the user to customize the display
for maximum productivity.

• NX button controls – the four user
interface buttons on the front of the NX
Tester can now be accessed directly
through NX View, eliminating the need for

the operator to directly interact with the
NX Tester. 

• Flexible cavity labeling – NX View
now offers greater flexibility for displaying
labels of connector cavities.

NX View is available for a free 60 day
demo.  For additional information, contact
Dynalab Test Systems at +614-729-6550 or
email sales@dynalab-inc.com. 

Dynalab Test Systems will be demon-
strating the new features of NX View and
NX Testers at the upcoming Electrical Wire
Processing Technology Expo on May 18-
19 in Milwaukee, WI.

More information and NX View screen
shots can be viewed on Dynalab's web-
site at:  www.dynalabtesters.com/nxview
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An Eye for Innovation
Bringing Precision, Flexibility and Experience to Wire Processing

NEW UniStrip 2300

��Fully programmable benchtop wire stripper

��Strips wire from 10 - 32 AWG and jacketed cables up 
to 0.22” in diamter

��Intuitive color touchscreen user interface

��No mechanical adjustments required when changing 
wire sizes

��Can strip inner conductors of 
jacketed cables with short 
breakout lengths

��Trigger sensitivity 
automatically adjusted 
based on wire size

NEW

Visit us at IPC APEX – April 12-14, Booth #446 and
Electrical Wire Processing Expo – May 18-19, Booth #1147
www.schleuniger-na.com/cst_whn / (603) 668-8117

Dynalab Test Systems Offers Enhanced NX View Software 
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CLASSIFIEDS

FOR SALE
Artos MTX-5 Series 2005

$30,000
High speed wire strip and terminate, excellent condition, still in production.
• Wire Sizes-24 to 10 AWG, Wire lengths-2” and up, 

Strip lengths – 0 to 0.630”. 
• Servo driven swing arms with programmable wire-terminal set-up
• Servo driven cutter head with programmable wire diameter 

and stripping set-up
• P.C. operator interface with Windows 2000 W/UPS for PC back-up
• Two process mounting bases with hand-wheel height adjustment
• Two terminal reel holders
• Two EPS2010 electronic crimping units
• Two tonking units
• One wire guide kit
• Wire straightener (vertical and horizontal) with cross-link wire roller
• Split cycle operation for closed barrel terminals (both units)
• Air feed die kit (both units)
• Crimp force monitor CFM-1000M
• Terminal run-out detection (2 units)
• Automatic termination mounting base height adjustment (2 units)
• Paper take-up device (each)

For more Information call (478) 971-7020

MILITARY PREFIXES

MS3100 - MS3108
MS3400 - MS3456
M3933
M21097
M24308
MS3110 - MS3128
MS3470 - MS3476
MS24264 - MS24266
MS24285 - MS24286
MS20026 - MS27478
M28731
M28748
M28804
M28840
MS27466 - MS27515
D38999
M38999
M39012
M39024
M39029
M55302
M55339
M81511
M81659
M83723
M83733
M85049
MS90555 - MS90558

CONNECTOR DISTRIBUTION CORPORATION
2985 E. HARCOURT STREET

RANCHO DOMINGUEZ, CA 90221

310-632-2466 • Fax: 310-632-5413
http://www.cdc-online.com

Connectors

Contacts

Accessories

FOR SALE
AMP R-CAM 3A and AMP R-CAM-4
(Missing Some Sensors) ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,$6K Each/$10K Both

2 Artos Dual Bowl Lead Winders ,,,,,,,,,,,,, $500.00 Each

For further information email
dpawson@cableassemblyllc.com

BRAIDING 
MACHINES

“We build, sell, and even buy harness
braiding equipment.”

We also supply braider bobbins wound with material.

Products and Services
• Braids; Wire and Textile • Bobbin Winding
• Harness, Overbraiding, & Shielding • Buss Wire

Visit www.gladdingbraid.com (315) 653-7211

FORFOR SALESALE
AMP “K” PRESSES $1,99500

(Remanufactured by Factory Trained Field Engineer)

Coompletely reconditioned - includes work lamp & all fixtures.
Shut height set and ready for production – Six months parts warranty

AMP APPLICATORS AMP MTA / IDC TOOLS
AMP HAND TOOLS AMP 2.5 CHAMPOMATOR
AMP G PRESSES KODERA C351
AMP MACHINE PARTS WIRE PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

WE WILL REPAIR YOUR APPLICATOR IN OUR SHOP

Check our website for more info, lists, and photos
www.cmstechnologyinc.com

CMS TECHNOLOGY, INC.
“SPECIALIZING IN AMP MACHINES & SERVICES”

Phone: 336-853-7435 • Fax 336-853-1120
jddavis@cmstechnologyinc.com
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CLASSIFIEDS

Surplus

RAYCHEM

Contact Beulah at Electro Mavin. E-mail beulah@mavin.com

Fax (310) 632-3557
BUY & SELL

Sleeves • Connectors • Contacts  
Tools • Accessories

Huge 

Inventory!!
GreatPrices!!!

Listinventory.com
Search for a Part Number 

Free Part Searches!
Free Inventory Listing!
Free message boards!

5 million parts listed so far in our system.
ListInventory.com is completely FREE.

Search for Parts A – Z to find what you need.
Whether you’re buying or selling equipment or connectors 

listinventory.com is for you!
List your inventory from one item to a million items all for free.

List all your inventory and help boost sales 
www.listinventory.com

SEARCH000-AAA-000 

FOR SALE
Komax Kappa 210 Automatic Bench Mount Cut n Strip Machine.
Was used to manufacture a small lead wire assembly for a medical device. The
maximum wire size is 1/2” in diameter and the machine was used perhaps 2
days per month since new. 
About 2 years ago we sent the machine to Komax and had it rebuilt to as new
and did not use it since rebuilding.  
Asking ................................................................................$4500.00

for the machine and all that goes with it.

Daniels Model 427F Automatic Air Crimper New Never Used... $200.00

Campbell Hausfeld Air Compressor Portable on Wheels
Excellent condition 5 HP up to 150CFM ................................. $400.00

AMP Applicator
AMP K Press Applicator number 466351-2-W. 
Excellent working condition .....................................................$500.00

For further information please contact

Evergreen Medical, Inc.
3600 Labore Road, Suite 2 • Saint Paul, MN 55110

Phone (651) 222-2885 Email mike@evergreensales.com

ALL SIZES, TYPES, OR QUANTITIES.
ANY CONDITION

BRAIDERS WANTED

Call: Tony Ross, Hamilton Products
Voice: 607-674-2030
Fax: 607-674-9367

E-mail: t_ross@iwgbwd.com

Machine Sales Ltd
16601 West Glendale Drive, New Berlin, Wisconsin 53151

Phone 262/782/4352     FAX 262/782/6237
www.tritechkodera.com sales@tritechkodera.com

Hot Stamp Marking Wheels
Used Eubanks Hot Stamp marking wheels

These also fit on the Kingsley Sl-14 and KIP-20

I have:
63504 TB 104R Minimum wire OD 0.060 - horizontal - 8 wheels available
60431 TB 205R Minimum wire OD 0.060 - vertical     - 6 wheels available
63505 TB 105R Minimum wire OD 0.070 - horizontal - 8 wheels available
63626 TB 106R Minimum wire OD 0.080 - horizontal - 2 wheels available
63430-ll TB 204R Minimum wire OD 0.035 - vertical      - 3 wheels available

We are asking $200.00 each for these wheels.

We have many Artos CS-10 & 11 
Spare parts. Pictured here we have 

the AF-254-500 Clamp assembly

If you have any questions please feel free to contact Harvey at 
262-782-4352, or sales@tritechkodera.com.

MANY NEW KOMAX 40 
SPARE PARTS AVAILABLE.

KENCO AND AMP K PRESSES 
ARE IN STOCK AS WELL

We are a 20 year old, growing, profitable contract manufacturer of wiring
harness, cable assemblies, and electro-mechanical assemblies located in the
greater Chicago area. We have aggressive growth plans and would love to talk
to you if you own a wire harness shop anywhere in North America and have
an interest in selling your business.

We have successful experience with acquisitions in this marketplace and
a very solid financial platform to make the process quick and easy.

Your business may be worth more than you think. If you've built a success-
ful wire harness business, now may be a great time to reap the benefits of
your hard work.

If you've ever thought of selling your business, we'd love to talk to you.
All replies will be treated with the utmost discretion.

You may reply in confidence to:
Wiring Harness News

PO Box 527 • Richmond, IL 60071
Attn: BB#dl5084

MM  &&  AA  OOPPPPOORRTTUUNNIITTYY
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CLASSIFIEDS

REPS WANTED
AMTI, Division of Maxant, Inc, Niles, Illinois, a manufacturer of 

SLICE & SHRINK precision cutting, marking and shrinking 
equipment for the industry, is looking for energetic 

sales representatives in selected states. 

Please contact Tom Hanlon at (847) 588-2280 or 
e-mail: thanlon@maxant.com

www.amti-products.com

Wire Harness Industry Specialists
www.bluevalleycapital.com

BUSINESS WANTED

Turnaround leader and owner of a Rocky Mountain regional wire
assembly shop and contract manufacturer is seeking growth
opportunities by acquiring or merging with another cable shop or
an OEM manufacturer of an electrical/electronic product.

Ideal candidates would have the following characteristics:
• Location: Anywhere in North America. Preferably USA
• Size: $0 to $4 million in annual sales. Ideal $0.5 to $1.5 million
• Situation: Financially distressed companies are as desirable as

financially strong companies.
• Age: Start-ups and mature companies
• Motive: Any owner motivated by a desire to exit the company for 

retirement, financial or other reasons might find this attractive.
• Team: Our goal is to maintain the existing management team

and production team unless that is not a win/win for some reason.

I am not a broker and prefer to work confidentially and directly with
business owners only. Brokers: please don’t respond to this ad.

Contact: larry@rpcmfg.com

At Schleuniger we actively try to practice what we preach by cultivating a
motivating environment with open communication, a high level of employee
information and respect within the team to achieve a partnership type of 
relationship.

Senior Product Manager
Working closely with our sister companies in Switzerland and Germany, the 

Sr. Product Manager manages assigned product lines from conceptual stages
through product life cycle.  Individual participates in overall product strategy,
coordinates technical product development, and conducts market research.  The
Sr. Product Manager works closely with Customers, Sales, and Marketing to
identify customer needs. 

Schleuniger has been locally and nationally ranked as an Employer of Choice.
We offer our employees an excellent salary and benefits package that includes: 
■ Health ■ Dental ■ Life ■ 401(K) Plan with 100% match up to 7% ■ Flexible
Spending Accounts ■ Short and Long Term Disability Insurance ■ Wellness and
Visions Reimbursements ■ Tuition Reimbursement ■ 11 holidays ■ Sales Bonus
Program, and a generous paid leave plan

Job requirements:
• Minimum of 5 years experience as a Product Manager
• Must have demonstrated success in defining and 

launching successful products
• Must have experience with Crimping technologies, 

Crimp quality, & Crimping standards. 
• BS degree in technical discipline required; MBA beneficial.
• 5 to 10 years relevant experience required; wire processing 

industry experience desired.
• Excellent written and verbal communication skills 
• Excellent presentation skills required.
• Excellent project management skills required.
• Strong technical aptitude required.
• Computer literacy required.  
• Must be team-oriented.
• Must be able to travel up to 40% of the time.

We recruit and hire individuals that add to our success - by seeking employ-
ees who are team-oriented, self-motivated, and have great personalities. If you
are eager to work in a team environment and have a strong desire to succeed,
we'd like to meet you. 

Please forward your Resume and Compensation Requirements to 
hr@schleuniger.com

Schleuniger, Inc.
87 Colin Drive

Manchester, NH 03103

Visit Our Website at www.schleuniger-na.com

Help Wanted
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Wiring Harness Manufacturer’s Conference (WHMA) Westin San Diego
March 2-4, 2011 San Diego, California
Once a year WHMA sponsors a conference that offers members the opportuni-
ty to participate in committee sessions, attend educational programs and
check out the industry’s latest at the suppliers’ technology exhibits. For further
information visit www.whma.org or call (952) 253-6085.

Aircraft Electronics Association Annual Convention Grand Sierra Resort
March 22-25, 2011 Reno, Nevada
The 54th Annual AEA International Convention & Trade Show is a unique
opportunity to connect with manufacturers, distributors, technicians and busi-
ness leaders as we shap the future of avionics together. For more information
visit www.aea.net/convention.

IPC/APEX Expo 2011 Mandalay Bay Resort & Casino
April 12-14, 2011 Las Vegas, Nevada
The largest show for the electronics interconnect industry.  You will see every-
one from designers and printed circuit board companies to electronics manu-
facturing service companies to OEMs to suppliers.  This even includes a pre-
mier comprehensive technical conference, professional development courses
and networking activities specifically for designers, engineers, manufacturing
personnel, managers and senior officers. Contact MaryMacKinnon@ipc.org for
details.

Electronics East Boston Convention Center
April 21-22, 2011  Boston Massachusetts
Electronics New England brings you fact to face with the technical experts who
can help you streamline your electronics manufacturing process and stay com-
petitive.  Electronics New England is one of the high-level pioneer discussion
forums for the electronics sector. Contact Canon Communications at 310-445-
4200 for details.

Interwire 2011 Georgia World Congress Center
May 3-5, 2011 Atlanta, Georgia
Introduced in 1981, Interwire is the largest and longest-running wire and cable
marketplace in the Americas. It is an international trade event that includes
exhibiting companies, speakers, and attendees from more than 50 countries
around the world. Interwire is ranked as one of the 200 largest trade shows in
the U.S. by Tradeshow Week magazine. Interwire is the venue where buyers,
sellers, researchers, and speakers connect with new contacts and colleagues.
The show crosses dozens of vertical industries including automotive, con-
struction, aerospace, transportation, and communications, among others. Visit
www.wirenet.org for exhibitor and attendee information.

Del Mar Electronics Show Del Mar Fairgrounds
May 4-5, 2011  Del Mar, California
A high value design and manufacturing show, this event serves the electronics,
medical and biotech industries.  The Del Mar show’s technical program offers
key insights to manufacturers who have serious concerns over advanced elec-
tronic components in the medical dvies.  In addition, the show will play host to
an impressive list of exhibitors.

MEDCon – Medical Electronic Device Conference/Expo Navy Pier, Chicago
May 16-18, 2011 Chicago, Illinois
The Medical Electronic Device Conference & Expo focuses on specific needs of
electrical and design engineers for medical devices.  The conference address-
es key challenges in designed next generation devices. See www.medicalde-
vicesexpo.com.

National Electrical Wire Processing 
Technology Expo Frontier Airlines Center
May 18-19, 2011 Milwaukee, Wisconsin
The National Electrical Wire Processing Technology Expo features new prod-
ucts and services for electronic cable assemblies, cord sets, wiring harnesses
and other products within the wire processing industry.  Meet over 100 world-
class suppliers and service companies in the wire and cable processing indus-
try.  Discover the secrets to solve your wire processing problems. Visit
www.expoproductions.com for exhibitor and attendee information.

JI Cable 
June 19-23, 2011 Versailles, France
This international conference on insulated power cables, was last held in 2007.
Presenting a comprehensive forum about power cables as well as exhibits JI
Cable'11 should prove very useful to the following segments of the cable indus-
try: researchers, engineers, decision-makers, raw materials suppliers, manu-
facturers, installers and users.  Contact JICable 11 at www.jicable.org.

60th IWCS Conference Charlotte Convention Center 
June 19-23, 2011 Charlotte, North Carolina
For 60 years, the International Wire & Cable Symposium and Conference has
been the premier technology event in the wire and cable and connectivity
industry. The IWCS, a non-profit organization, presents an annual event in
which the latest technologies in product design, materials, applications and
processes are presented in a symposium format. Additionally, the IWCS pro-
gram includes Professional Development Courses providing tutorials on basic
and emerging technologies, presented by industry experts. The event also fea-
tures the latest developments from industry suppliers in a Suppliers' Exhibi-
tion.  For further information contact Pat Hudak, IWCS, www.iwcs.org,
phudak@iwcs.org or tel. 732-389-0990.

2011 Automotive News Europe Congress Pullman Cologne 
June 29-30, 2011 Cologne, Germany
Celebrating its 14th year, the Automotive News Europe Congress is an impor-
tant English language automotive industry conference in Europe.
• Hear keynote addresses, top-level presentations and panel discussions on a
range of European topics from more than 15 speakers.
• Networking opportunities with industry leaders and more than 300 delegates
• Recognition of the European 2011 Automotive News PACE award winners
• Presentation of the second-annual L.E.A.D.E.R. Awards recognizing excellence
on OEM, supplier and retail categories
• Guided 90-minute VIP tour of Ford Cologne assembly plant
• Attend the first Rising Stars program, a recognition of Europe’s top talent.  
If you have any questions or need further information, Phone: (313) 446-0420 or 
E-mail: congress@autonews.com.

Assembly & Automation Technology Expo McCormick Place North 
September 20-22, 2011 Chicago, Illinois
Come see leading assembly and automation suppliers showcase the newest
products and technologies for lean manufacturing, cost reduction, enhanced
productivity, and six-sigma process control. Featuring assembly, custom
automation systems, robotics, control software, motors, drives, motion con-
trol, and much more.
For further information visit www.aatexpo.com

IPC Midwest Renaissance Schaumburg Hotel & Convention Center 
September 21-22, 2011 Schaumburg, Illinois
IPC — Association Connecting Electronics Industries® will hold its annual IPC
Midwest Conference & Exhibition in 2011 at the Renaissance Schaumburg Hotel
and Convention Center in Schaumburg, Ill. The event will be produced solely
by IPC and will feature a two-day exhibition, a technical conference and indus-
try standards development meetings. “IPC is responding to exhibitors’ needs
for a regional and cost-effective exhibition and we believe the IPC Midwest Con-
ference and Exhibition in Schaumburg does just that,” explains Anthony Hil-
vers, IPC vice president of industry programs. “The Renaissance Center pro-
vides world-class conference and exhibition facilities with easy expressway
access convenient for electronics manufacturers and suppliers in Wisconsin,
Indiana, Michigan, Iowa, Minnesota and Illinois,” adds Hilvers. For further infor-
mation visit www.IPCMidwestShow.org.

Productronica 2011 New Munich Trade Fair Center 
November 15-18, 2011 Munich, Germany
19th International trade fair for innovative electronics production. productron-
ica is the world’s leading trade fair for electronics production. It is the largest
exhibition of its kind, and it covers the entire process chain in electronics man-
ufacturing. Its diverse range of exhibitors and visitors give it a unique interna-
tional character. Productronica is an exceptional gathering for market leaders
and newcomers alike.  For further information visit www.productronica.com.

If you have an event you would like to have listed here, send it to Marilyn Magowan
marilynmagowan@yahoo.com

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
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A E Petsche Co. ..........................................................46

American Hakko......................................................51 

AMTI American Mfg & Technologies Inc.............9 

Anixter .........................................................................36

Applitek Technologies Corp...................................21
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Sonobond Ultrasonics ............................................49
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Strunk Connect.........................................................25
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Tyco Electronics ................................................31, 38 

Tyco Electronics IPC/WHMA A-620 CIT
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DON’T RUIN YOUR PAPER! COPY THIS FORM AND MAIL OR FAX TODAY.

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM
Dear Kathy: 
Yes, keep me informed on the latest trends in the Wire Processing Industry. Please sign me up
for a one-year subscription to Wiring Harness News for $39.00*. (You may phone in your charge
orders to 888-709-8179.)

*Canada & Mexico=$44.00 (U.S.) All other countries=$54.00 (U.S.).
Foreign subscriptions must use a credit card or U.S. dollars drawn on a U.S. bank.

❑ Check enclosed. ❑ Bill me. (P.O. number, if any____________) 

❑ Visa ❑ MasterCard ❑ Discover ❑ American Express

Card No. _______________________________ Name On Card _______________________________
Exp. Date ____________________________________________

Name_____________________________________Title________________________________________

Company Name _______________________________________________________________________

Street Address _______________________________ P.O.Box _________________________________

City ________________________________State ______ Zip_________Country __________________

Phone _______________________________ Fax ____________________________________________

Email _________________________________ Internet _______________________________________
Wiring Harness News 

is published bi-monthly.
JANUARY/FEBRUARY

MARCH/APRIL
MAY/JUNE

JULY/AUGUST
SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER

IMPORTANT... Wiring Harness News has a very large
promotional list which we use on a rotating basis. You
may occasionally receive a complimentary copy of this
paper but a subscription will insure that you receive
every information packed issue.

DON’T DELAY... SUBSCRIBE TODAY!

Please make your check payable to Wiring Harness News
MAIL YOUR COMPLETED SUBSCRIPTION FORM TO: 

WIRING HARNESS NEWS, P.O. Box 527, Richmond, IL 60071 OR FAX IT TO: (888) 709-8179
We also offer bulk copy subscription rates – call for rate card.

MARCH/APRIL 2011

$3900

My company is involved in the industry as:
(Please check one)

❑ Wire and/or Fiber Optic Processor, Cable
Assembly or Harness Mfgr.

❑ Distributor Performing Value-Added Wire
and/or Fiber Optic Processing

❑ Buyers of Wire and/or Fiber Optic 
Processing Services

❑ Suppliers to the Wire and/or Fiber Optic
Processor
Supply what? _______________________

❑ Other (please explain) _______________
__________________________________
__________________________________

❑ Send advertising rates and circulation
information.

❑ Send Wiring Harness Manufacturers
Association (WHMA) Information.

Voice of
the

Industry
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ISO9001
C E R T I F I E D

C E R T I F I E D

www.komaxusa.com

You don’t have to be
BIG to act S.M.A.R.T.

Introducing the very S.M.A.R.T. Gamma 263.

Like other Komax crimp-to-crimp machines,
the new Gamma 263 offers well-know, reliable
processes... but in a much smaller footprint.

Designed for one and two-sided crimping and
one-sided seal loading, the new Gamma 263 is
compact in size only, offering big features like:

• integrated qualitymonitoring systems and
optional crimp force analysis (CFA/CFA+)
• a second integrated encoder for maximum
accuracy of stripping and wire lengths
• an optional WPCS (Wire Processing
Communication Standard) interface allowing
Komax machines to be networked and easily
integrated into existing production processes.

The new Gamma 263 is very affordable when
it comes to delivering high output for the money.

Meet the S.M.A.R.T. Gamma 263 at the
Electrical Wire Processing Expo,
Milwaukee, May 18-19, Booth 1119.

Professionals in Advanced Automation

S.M.A.R.T. as in:
Simple,
Maintenance Friendly,
Affordable,
Reliable and
Top Quality

Add the new touch
screen for fast and
simple setup and
operation.

Choose roller or
belt drives on the
same machine.




